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I. Introduction 
One of the United St ates • largest corp orations natio-
nally is also one of our larges t internationally. This is the 
Coca-Cola Export Corporation. In this thesis I should like 
to present the company to the reader as an examp le of AraePican 
business 11know-hov1n overseas, and examine and interpret its 
policies of organization, methods of opePation, advertising, 
rn.ei•chandising, and :marketing policies and techniques. First 
I shallgive a brief introductory section presenting t he com-
pany to you. Then, I shall report on post war trends within 
the industry as a whole. Af tel" that I shall discuss in turn: 
the organizational set-up; the fr anchise agreement;advertising 
technique s; merchandising and :market re s earch techni ques; 
stimulations of local industries; and a description of certain 
Coca-Cola outlets. 
People almost everywhere are buying it as if it were 
the biggest g lass of am.brosia in the world for a nickel. Ac-
tua lly, according to the official and modest definition of its 
maker, it is only 11 a soft dr ink ••• best described as delicious 
and refreshing. n_,;- Its name, of course, is Coca-Cola. 
Coke's peaceful near-conques t of t he vwrld is one of 
the remarkable phenomena of the age ~ It has put itse lf (in the 
phrase of a Coc a -Cola execut i ve i'dth a literary bent) 11 always 
-::- 22 
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within an arm 's length of desire . ~~~~ r'l.nd where there is no de-
sire f or it , Coke creates desire. Its advertising, which gar-
nishes t he world fr om the edge of the Arctic to the Cape of' 
Good Hope, ha s create d mor e new appetites and thirsts in more 
people than an army of' dancing g il"ls beaT•ing jug s of vline . 
It has brought re:fr igeration to sweltering one-ox towns with-
out p lwnbing , and it has transformed men one generat i on removed 
from jungle barter into American salesmen with an irresistibly 
sincere approach. It ha~ success:fully def ied the concerted 
attacks of all Communist mouthpieces which denounce it as a 
drink "vile, i mperialistic a.:.""ld poisonous . 11 -::-·::- Its makers su s-
pect that i t is t h e bigge st thing since A.merica pr ovided 
t h e oil to light the l araps of China . 
Coca-Cola is not what the n·on-.American thinks of' as 
a typical United States business , like steel or automobiles. 
It i s not a product of the vast natural resources of the land, 
but of the illnerican genius for business organization. It 
rest s on such intang ibles as marke t anal ys is, sales training , 
advertising , and :financial decentralization. Increasingly, 
throughthe past three decades , u. s. business progress has been 
a matter of such intangibles. It is time · the world caught up 
with that fact, ·which Coca-Cola is demonstrating in an edifice 
of International business, built on a little water , sugar, and 
flavoring • 
.. r p c' ~.- :J' • :;; 
-:H:- 4, p . 29 
The most active and vocal resistance to Coca-Cola, 
\Yhich has arisen in France, is showing sex•ious signs of 
cru.1Ubling. An unholy alliance of Communists and winegrowers 
l a st year had i'orced an anti-soft-dPink bill through the 
Assembly, under which the Health Min:Lstry might ban Coca-Cola. 
So i'ar, the Health Minis_ ter has not budged, and it seems 
unlikely that he will . Meanwhile , Coke's F-i'ench bottling 
firm kept turning out 840,000-l:- bottles of Coke a month , a 
modest but promising beginning. Bright red and yellow Coke 
trucks make the approach of spri:ng in Paris seem moPe colorful 
than usual. 
To the north, Belgiu.m has fallen, ~~d its bottlers 
are hard put to keep up with the demand. The decisive battle 
for Europe has only just begun. Me anwhile , light for Coca-
Cola is coming in. through Eastern windows. 
Cacoola, as it is locally known , is flooding Egypt 
like a second life-giving Nile . Egyptians , bai'red by Moslem 
law from alcoholic refreshments, used to buy sickly sweet, 
dirty concoctions from street vendors. Now the y are enthu-
siastically consurl1ing nea1 ... ly 350 million-lH~ cool, clean Cokes 
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per year. Barely five years after Coca-Cola appeared in Egypt , 
the country -is dotted with shiny red coolers, many of them 
d 
pres i ded over by Egypt's ol time ice merchants who, thalli;:s to 
. ... I 
the raised living standard caused by this minor economic re-
-:~ 4, p . 29 
-::--:~ Ibid. 
volution, now wear shoes for the first t llne in human memory. 
Egypt's six bottling plants are run. by t;he l 1a thy brothers 
(Ernest ; Ladilas, George, and Alexander.), Egypt's shrewdes t 
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businessmen. Says Ladislas Pathy:: 11We have become intoxicated 
by Coca-Cola :r. ~:-
The situation is even more i n tox icating in the 
Philippines. Bef ore the war , Coca-Cola had sold a modest 
5,000,000 bottles a year in the islands. Last year , Filipinos 
tos sed off a dizzying 193 million·::--::-, which meant twelve bottles 
of Coke for every Filipino , including babies and Huk rebels . 
Manilans tell t he story of an ex-bootblack who makes a living 
hanging around Coke machine s and selling 10-centavo pieces 
(the on ly coins that fit the machines) for 15 centavos to 
thirsty people who are too eager to g o and get the proper change. 
The millions of parched throats tP~oughout the rest 
of Africa and Asia make a vision a l most too dazzling for 
Cokemen t o bear. A new bottling plant, complete with bad-
mi nton. courts to attract youthful customers , opened late in 
1950 in Bombay, India. Japan, where all production is still 
going to U.S.-occupation personnel, is e ager for civilian Coke. 
As a mat ter of first intention, at least , the Coca-
Cola Compa.11.y is not a missionary in the sense, f or instance, 
t ha t t h e Voice of Americ a is. Except in the sense that it is 
for free trade everTNhere it i s not specifically trying to 
~:- 11, 32 
...... , 4, p . 30 
s pread t he kaerican way of li£e. Its chief and boundlessly 
healthy interest is in t he liras and the piaster, the tickeys 
and the centavos which it can induce people to plunk down 
on store counters or drop into the slots of amiable selling 
robots. In this laudable endeavor, Coca-Cola has been uncom-
monly successful. It is currently selling about 50 million 
cok es a day all over the world, according to a talk which I 
7 
had l a st J anuary with IiJr . F. V'i. Curt is, President of the Export 
Corpor a tion. In 19L~9, the Coca-Cola took in nearly ~~128 
million, leaving a net profit of nearly $39 million, a third 
of from f oreign business • .;;. 
This d id not constitute iunerican exploita tion, as 
the Reds bellow. For a t the same time, Coca-Cola's foreign 
bottlers and hundreds of thousands of retail dealers grosse d 
roughly ~~150 million.-:H;. Not out of idealism, but out of good 
funerican sense, Coca-Cola is in the business of creating busi-
ness whel~ever it goes. 
Coca-Cola has avoided the deadly sin of most modern 
business enterpr ises: over-organization and over-central ization. 
TI1e only thing that Coca-Cola sells, outside of the United 
States, is its secretly compounded concentrate. This is the 
same as it was in the day(lG86) of Dr. J. s. Pe mberton, who 
invented Goca-Cola.--it wa s t h en green and supposed. to cure. 
headaches. The ravv material is shipped toadozen Coca-Cola-
8 
owned plants around the world, and sold to bottlers. 
The bottlers add water, sugar and carbon dioxide 
according to a specii'ic i'ormula, and take care of their own 
selling--also according to a specific formula. With a few 
excep tions, Coca-Cola owns no bottling plants or retail 
stores, leaves the profit from these operations in the country 
to be made by others. In all countries where it is bottled, 
Coca-Cola stimulates local industry; virtually all the collars, 
bottles, cases, uniforms and advertising used in foreign coun-
tries are made outside the United States. 
The way Coca-Cola 1nana ges to keep this loose and 
sprawling confedera tion of more or less independent industries 
producing the same product, with more or less the same ad-
1 
vertising and sales methods, is one of' t h e miracles of orga-
niz a tion of' a United States industry. 
In the next section I should like to describe the 
current situa tion in the whole soft drink export trade. 
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II. C·urrent Trends . in the Export Soft Drink Industry 
The biggest current soft drink offensive is direC'ted 
at; countries not far from the Equator , where throats get dry 
faster . Africa, the Middle Ea st, South and Central 1\r11erica 
are getting most of the bottling plants now being put up with 
u. s . companies as sponsors. 
Pepsi-Cola just before the war had nine bottling 
plants in as many countries, not counting the United States 
and Canada, which puts out it own Peps i-Cola under direct con-
trol from the parent company. Now it has 66 plants in 37 fore ign 
lands.~:- Canada Dry, whichmakes ginger a le, sparkling water and 
a cola beverage , among other driPJ{s, has increased the 13 
plants it had outside the United _, States, Canada, and Cuba in 
1938 to 38 today.~H:- Goc.a-Cola is tops. Today it has about 
400 bottling plants dotting t he globe outside the United States, 
Canada, and Cuba . Only 65 of these were operating back in 1939. 
Pep si-Cola is the r age i n one of the loneliest s pots 
in the world--Tristan da Gunha--a tiny group of volcanic is-
lands down in t he South Atlantic, popula tion about 230. A 
group of the isl anders discovered the fine drink on a trip to 
South Africa last ye ar, and the Capetown p l ant has been ship-
p i ng to the island ever since. 
Ths soft driru{ habi t is spreading faster abroad today 
-l:- 3, p . 1 
-><-::- Ibid. 
than it did in this couhtry duriP..g the industry's palmiest 
early days. Of all CaJ.1.ada Dry r s franchised bottlers, the 
three with biggest sales are located abroad. That is a 
development of only the past two year$~ Eight of Canada 
Dry 's ten largest capacity bottling plants are foreign. 
Coca-Cola's Ca iro plant sold a million case flood of 11 Coke" 
10 
in its first 10 months . It took 24 years for Coca- Cola's 
first American bottler to . re ach a million-c ase-a-ye~ level. 
In the sarae steaming c ity , rival Pepsi-Cola has enlarged its 
plant to five tlines its original capacity in les s than a year . 
And Egyptians are still thirsting for the drink. Pepsi will 
open a second plant in Ca i ro this year. 
According to H. Earle Kimball , president of Clicquot 
Club Co., of Millis, Mass., with whom I corresponded, the 
company has put its Eskimo trade mark in Venezuela, Costa Rica, 
Newfoundland, Aruba , the Bru1.amas and the P.hillipines, and 
its sales in those countries have re ached a record high , 
making up ab out one-eighth of its total unit volw.ne. 
Citrus Products Co., of Chicago, says foreign sales 
of its 11Kist 11 are up about 25% from last year. This year it 
expects to add about eight bottlers to the 45-plus it already 
has abroad. 1~ 
~Vhite Rock Corp., the soft drink subsidiary of 
Nat ional Distilers Produc ts. Corp., reports its two year business 
-li- 3, p . 1 
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in Japan has jumped so fast t hat it is casting a flirtatious 
eye on South America and burope. -..;~ The Squirt Co., of Beverly 
Hills, California, s ays it is figuring on a .50;Jb climb this 
year in the sales of its Sonora, Mexico, plant-::--::-, and that is 
jus t one of many. And the Grapete Company, of Camden, Ark., 
v;hich h as licensed 10 Latin American bottlers since 1947, 
has charted a campaign for eventually scattering its franchised 
plants "a ll over the Central and South American republics." ~~-;:-~:-
Most firms don't break down their sales and e al"ning s 
figures by foreign and domestic sources--not for public i ns-
pee tion, anyvmy. Coca-Cola does s ay , t h ough , tha t about one-
t h ird of its 1949 net profit of @37,790,927 c ~~e from foreign 
busine ss . Canada Dry reports that its foreign sales l a st year 
accounted for more than 20~ of its unit volume. 
For their advances on the foreign front , the Amer ic an 
s oft drink outfits can thank the war in part. Their pop rode 
the t anks , t r ucks, jeeps, planes, and ships of the U.S. fight-
ing forces into dozens of places where it had never before 
ventured. 
Almost before 19LJ . .5, t he last war y eaP, was out, soft 
dr ink p l ant s began t o shoot .. , up in U.S. -occupied areas like 
Germany, Austria, Italy and J~an. At first t hey served t h e 
-l:- 3, P• 27 
->H:- Ibid. 
->HH:- Ibid. 
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G. I. 's craze. VVhen the Americans pulled out for home, the 
cola , ginger ale and fl.,ui t beverages started c-,rowding German 
beer, Italian vino and J ap m e se saki for popularity with loc a l 
palates . The story was similar in non-enemy countries. 
The pos t-v.rar gains have been made over t ough obstacles, 
ch iefly lack of dollars in foreign countries and their govern-
ments' strict controls on operations of U. s . firms. !unong 
the highest hurdles are limits on conversion into u.s. dollars 
of profit s turned in foreign coin. Some countries, lik e Mex ico 
and India , bar bottle imports. Greece h as a govermnent mono-
poly of sugar, and Brita in, Norvvay , and Sweden, among others, 
ration su gar str i ctly . The soft driru{ firms have been kept 
entirely out of t he Rus s ian satellite countries of Eastern 
Europe . .And in many other l ands the communists have been rai-
sing a h owl of "dollar imperia lism" against "'l.merican pop pro-
ducers. 
To some of t h ese problems--like dolla r shortage s, 
for e i gn ex change controls and dolla r i mperia lism charges--
t h e u. s . firms have at least a partial answer: The franchise 
system . Most of their bottling p lants abroad are paid for 
ami run by citizens of the countries where t h ey are locatec;t, 
and most of profits g o to the foreigners , not to t h e American 
company. Under this system, the f\.merican company licenses fo-
r e ign bottler s of its beverages and gives them advice on every -
t hing from advertising to treating water. But generally t h e 
13 
only t ang ible item. it supplies is the syl'"'Up for the drink,and 
that is the only source of U. s. profits. In the Netherlands, 
i'or example, all bottles, cases, trucks, coolers, advertising, 
and office supplies for Coca-Cola plants are produced by 
Dutch firms. And that is a fairly typical case. 
The franchise system ,means most profits go into the 
foreign pockets; not Arnerican ones. Thus it reduces the amount 
of dollar earnings, skirting t he l'"'oadblock of foreign exchange 
controls. ·ivba t is more, the system works well, both for the 
licenser and the licensee. For one thing , the plants are often 
backed by the ample funds of a well-off local businessman v1ho 
becomes plant manager . That way they do not run short of 
money at critical pel"'iods in their growth. !md the bottlers 
are trained men, taught their trade by the sponsoring company. 
Every time Coca-Cola plans a new bottling plant 
abroad, the key person;nel to man it are g l .. oomed for eighteen 
v'leeks, e ither in the United St ates 01 .. in a foreign operations 
center. ~De trainees get short courses in sanitation, merchan-
dising, advertising, and manufacture of glassware and bottle 
c aps . Whether the y are nobility or nobodies, they don cover-
alls, drive truck s and take quizz;es. 
Pe p si-Cola, whose organization isn 1 t quite so far-
flung, uses * different procedure. It sends out s pecialists 
in management, production, accounting and distribution to help 
each new bottler get off to a running start. Canada Dry uses 
a si..milar :method. 
Some small er c ompanies , with less ex9erience in 
the f oreign f ield, have been hog- tied by the ne t of govern-
ment control s . "iJonder Orange Go ., of Chic ago, s ays s a les of 
its n i ne fr anchi sed bottler s overseas are lagging about 20% 
behind l a st year. -l~ R. L. Be an , export manager, pins part of 
the b l ame on South l"frican tra de and currency restrictions, 
and on the l a ck of dollars in Briti sh colonies in the Caribbean 
area . jielch Gr ape Juice Co., of v·Jestfie l d , N. Y., reports it 
is i ncre a singl y thwarted by c; overnment restrictions and has 
been practica lly shut out of Brazil, Co s t a Rica and Nicaragu a .-lH:-
But those stories constitute a minority report. Most firms 
say their· fol"eign sales are moving upv;ard and they intend to 
keep expandi ng . 
The industry 's k ingp i ns all have a~bitious plans . 
Coca- Cola expects more p l ant openings t h.is year than l a st , when 
46 bottlers joined the overse a s roster. (An opening i n Siam 
was attended by yellow-robed priests who put their blessing 
on t h e p l ant wi th chants and prayers in the bottling room . ) 
One of t h e next is slated for Beirut, Lebanon . That pl ant 's 
manage r will be a f ormer Leb anese foreien m.inis ter and United 
Nat i oillS offi cial. 
l'ep si- Co :'.u ··.r._ ne gotia ting with prospects in almost 
every ma j or country in the world outs ide of the Iron Curt a in. 
This is according to Hi . IIi . Furlow, manager of new markets . 
-l~ 3, p . 27 
~H~ Ibid . 
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That company has 22 nev; bottling plants and three concentl~ate­
rnaking plants now going up. 
Canada Dry, v.rhich has stuck mostly to Latin ilinerica, 
last .month opened bottling plants in Germany, Portuguese Eas,t 
Africa, and Dutch Guiana . It will keep the Latin accent by 
opening new bottling plants thi s year in Colombia, Bolivia , 
Peru, and Venezuela . There will be a concentrate plant in the 
sterling area, too. 
I should now like to present in t v10 tables some figures 
published by the BUreau of Foreign and Domestic ComJnerce con-
. cerning U. s. Foreign Trade in beverages and beverage materials 
for the years 1947, 19L~8, and 1949, v.rhich are the latest 
statistics available in this field. In Table I, we can see that 
e xports to newly tapped areas are increasing, as in Bermuda , 
the Bahamas, Venezuela, Argentina, Saudi Arabia, Kuvmit, 
The Philippines, Hong Kong, Japan, Australia, and t h e Union 
of South Africa . Some of oth ers show erratic changes, while 
other show losses. However , the figures a re not analyzed by 
t he govern.ment bureau to show which beverages were on the in-
crease or which were on t h e decrease . Actually, though the total 
value of the exp orts in Tablei increased by ~~1,200,000, the 
actual nmnber of gallons shipped totalled 130,000 gallons less 
than in 1946. This ·might ind ica te a rise in p rices of the 
beverages with a decrease in sales. I t may als o mean, however, 
tha t more of t he syrups are being :manufacured overseas in . stead 
16 
of being sh ipped from this country, presumably to avoid as 
much doll ar exchange as possible. Under the beverage cla s-
sifica tion of Table II, which includes cola, a general increase 
is noticed especially in the Caribbean area, along with Venezuela, 
Hong Kong, and Japan. The totals of both quantity and value 
have b ot h increa sed over 191~7--quanti ty from 281,371 gallons 
to 298, 77~- gallons, while the value increased from $251,690 
to -:·268 021 41' '/ • 
I should now like to continue in the next section with 
a discussion of the organizational set-up of the Coca-Cola 
Export Corporation. 
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TABLE I 
U -, .. u . EXP ORTS OF SYHUPS--FLAVORS FOR BEVERAGES, 1946-1949~;. 
{gallons.) . . 
Country of destination 
Canada 
Mexico 
Other North ~~erica 
Panama , Republic of 
Panru, a , Canal Zone 
Othe r Central furre rica 
Bermuda 
Baha111o.s 
Cuba 
Curacao (N .. W. I.} 
Ot her Caribbe an 
Colomb i a 
Venezuela 
Ecuador 
J.\rge _tina 
Other South _u.mericn. 
Horwa.y 
United Ki ngdom 
Belgiu.m & Luxembourg 
Ger-many 
Swit zerl and 
Ot her Burope 
Saudi Ar abia 
Ku.wai t 
Korea 
Phil ippines 
Hong Kong 
Japan 
Other Asia 
Australia & New Zealand 
Egypt 
u. of South Afric a 
Other Africa 
1946 
350,380' 
183,786 
23,283 
4,807 
4,094 
9' 2[~5 
16,290 
9,861 
87,278 
22,235 
3,002 
4,681 
17,31,3 
6,664 
1,201 
L1., 01.5 
17,100 
107,352 
10,6~2 
10,216 
10, 341!-
129,~-3,3 
32,004 
17,604 
49 
1.02,846 
3,81..5 
8,60.5 
,3L}, 776 
246,87.5 
2,921 
7,183 
2,82& 
5,068 
392 
246,875 
21,2~-3 
2,551 
13,022 
2,410 
756 
32,973 
1,.53.5 
1948 
264,L~.51. 
97,270 
6,230 
12,501 
4,034 
10,339 
22,3.57 
20,903 
~-5, 66.5 
10,53.5 
5 ,&84 
14,.573 
8~,6l2 
1., 662 
,096 
8 ,952 
35,000 
5,625 
42,709 
1, 886 
1,6oo 
4 ,171 
10,001 
7,338 
20,000 
14.2, 709 
2L~,043 
13,427 
9,081. 
1,126 
476 
53,406 
l~ , 4oo . 
1949 
356,0.55 
176,989 
2 , [~32 
7,172 
5,491 
12,39.5 
26,700 
2.5, 8.52 
58 ,L~o8 
6,9~ 
.5,644 
15,573 
101,199 
833 
11,711 
1L~, 702 
332 
8 ,768 
32,.528 
1,),772 
4-,339 
266,335 
.53,03.5 
10, L.21 
25,362 
10,550 
l,.500 
29,3.56 
.5, 92.5 
Total, Quantity 1,473,03.5 1,635,257 1,024,180 1,340,220 
Value (U. S . dollars) :]~3,169,085 .5,.526,862 3,669,397 L~,368,652 
~;. World Trade in Co:rrnnodi ties--Foods and Related Agricultural 
Products--Vel. VIII-- Part 6,7,8--Uo. 10--By W. Y >l . Hubbell, 
li'ood Branch. 11 'Q • . s . Foreign Trad~ in Beverages and Beverage 
Materials, Cale;ndar ye ar, 1947, 48, 49 
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TABLE I· (cont 1 d) 
Items exported under this c~ssification include the following: 
Beer Coloring Syrup , Sugar 
Beverage Base 
Bosco 
Caramel Coloring Syrup 
Chocolate Syrup 
Chocolate Syrup 
Concentre.te d Syrups 
Cream Concentrate 
Cresca (grenadine flavored) 
Delaware Funch 
Dr . Pepper Syrup 
Fruit Squash 
Gelco 
Ginger Ale Syrup 
Golden Orange Squeez.e 
Grape Syrup Concentrate 
Grenadine Syrup 
Jar abe 
Kovac Syrup 
Orange Coloring, with orange oil 
Orange flavoring 
Orange Squeeze 
Rasberry concentrate 
Root Beer Syrup 
Sugar Coloring Syrup 
Vigor tone 
u. s. soft drinks, which are bottled extensively 
abroad, are generally exported in concentrate (sugarless, and 
so distinguished from syrups) form. 'These soft drink concentr.ates 
are not included in Table I but are exported under two other· 
classes, "Natural Flavoring Extrf:!cts 11 , and 11 Synthetic Flavoring 
Extracts 11 , acc ording to their composition. Statistics of e.h.~orts, 
of soft drink concentrates under these two classif i cations are 
not tabulated separately from t hose of other flavoring extracts 
which are included in the same classification. 
Syrups and flavors for beverages has sh own a con-
stant export growth . The high years were 1942 and 1947, each 
with about 1,600,000 gallons. Exports in the postwar years, how-
ever, have averaged about as in war ye ar, in both periods being 
far above prewar. 
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TABLE II 
U. S . EXPORTS OF OTHER BEVERAGES , 19L~7-49·:~ 
(gallons ) 
Country of Destination 1947. 1948·_. 1949 
Canada 26,972 5~0 10,350 Other North f~erica 32,073 38,2 9 16,331 
I:li.exico ~. , 207 1,2r 4?,126 Nicaragua 1,351 5,9 3 4 , 952 
Pana.rna , Canal Zone 860 16,1 3 2,1}60 
Othex• Central ilmerica 45 300 383 
Bermuda 9,691 17,315 19,883 
Curaca o (N. W. I.) 23,573 30,012 27,361 
Other Caribbean Areas 1,233 5,983 29~~61 
Vene zue la 6,629 11,760 21, ~20 
Other 3outh America 948 1,134 71.3 
Europe 18,140 2, 690 450 
Saudi Arabia 2L1. , 319 25, 56 7,200 
Philipp ines, Republic of 55,295 47 '~-53 27,542 
Hong Kong 200 10,727 
J apan 665 lL ,979 93,256 
Other Asia 5,725 6, 62~- 15,~58 
Austr a lia & Oceania 1,800 00 .73 
Egypt 27,969 
Liberia 44,419 13,690 I 1o,,.327 
Other Africa 5,335 2, 02 3,209 
Total, Quantity 291,371 243,327 298,774 
Value ~~251, 690 207,403 268,921 
Beverages which have been exported under this classification 
include: 
Brev•er 1 s Wort 
Club Soda . 
GOLA 
Cockta il Mixes 
_9:i nger Ale 
Bun jadi Janos Water 
fUnera l Water 
Lemonade 
Ozygenated Water 
Phosphosone 
Flu to vla ter 
Poland Water 
-,, Sarne as in Table I 
Pota sh Water 
Quinine Table Water 
Quinine Tonic 
Rhap sodia 
Root Beer 
Sarsaparilla 
Soda Water 
Sparkling \"fa ter 
Spring Mineral Vliaters 
Sugar Solids 
Tom. Collins I\i:i..x 
Zoe done 
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III. The Organizational Set-up 
Today, as since 1927, the bulk of t he Company's 
business outside Ncr th America is under the jurisdiction of . 
the Coca-Cola Export Corporation, the pres ident of which today 
is Ivlr. J. F . Curtis, with whom I had the great pleasui•e of 
speaking last January in the New York headquarters of the Export 
Corporation. 
Coca-Cola Export Corporat ion already has the distinetion 
of dealing in more countries at one time and on a l arger scale 
than any other trader in world history . Today, more than six 
thousand persons are employed by the company outside of the 
United States. They are composed of nationals of all countries . 
Offices, or permanent headquarters, have been established in L~6 
separate countries. These L~6 Country lianagers report in to 
20 overseas Division r!!anagers , who , in turn, are directed by 
four .Ar ea Vice I-'re sidents from New York. The. Company 1 s exe-
cutive staff and technical departments are in Nevi York . 'rhe 
executive function is diffused through its four J~ea Vice-pre-
sidents, one responsible for burope, one for Africa and the 
Middle East, one for Latin .~erica, and one for the Orient. The 
administrative function of t he business is comp letely decentra-
lized, and each of the 20 Division !vlanacers is responsible for 
a self-contained, autonomous unit of the business. Under each 
Division :Manager there are Country Managers, and t he countries 
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are divided intotheir logical territories, each under experienced 
Field Managers . 
Thus, through decentralization , through p lacing the 
responsibility of the business with the appropriate authority 
in the overseas Division Manager, the company keeps its fingers 
constantly on the pulse of its busin ess in the remotes t parts 
of the world. This type of organization re quires a high degree 
of team-work so that policies everywhere remain uni:form. It make s 
p o ssib le the rapid comnuni c ation of events and happenings in t h e 
field to the executive. In fact, when coming across the inter-
national date line, tomorrovv 's events i n the Orient are known 
by t he executive to day . 
In the United States t here are 1,056-:: bottlers. Out-
side o:f the United States t h ere are over 400 bottlers-l~'i=- Thus, 
outside there al"e 1/3 as many bottlers as inside, where Coke 
has been bottled since t h e beg i nning of this century. 
Acc or din g to the talk whi ch I had wi th Mr. Curtis 
while I wa s in New York, he told me t hat vdthin five years--
perhap s sooner--th e company plans to have more t han 1,100 bottlers, 
or more than in the u.s., where Coca-Cola has been aggressively 
expanding for many years . Perhaps y ou might consider this 
estima te of growth too optL~istic. Let us exrunine it. In the 
past ! e ar they h a ve added 76 new bottlers in 28 countries. 
Moreo;ver, they are now pr ocessing mol"e than a t hous and serious 
-li- 5' p . 5 
~~~• Ibid. 
inquiries about bottler's agreements fr om 118 countries or 
ge ogr aphical units. 
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Their biggest problem is not how to get applicants, 
but to choos e t h e best from. those they have and t o g et these best 
into business as rap idly as possible. In choosing bottlers they 
insist on sufficient cap ital and capable management . A bottler 
mus t have the means and the ability to take adv antage of the 
production and merchandising methods which e~)erience has p roved 
will bring him. early and complete success. 
For the past six years shortages of machineryand 
materials have handic apped the operations of most of the over-
seas bottle:P s and have prevented many new bottlers from starting 
operations. From now on, a cc ording to l¥.tr . Curtis, 11 there will 
be a n imp ortant and -ilnpi•oved flow of e quipment to start nev,.r 
p lan.ts." To:iay , machinery co mparable to the U. s . standards of' 
manufacture is being produced in Italy , and supp liers in England 
have had their first allotments to build important quant i ties 
of machines for the company. Slowly , but steadily, bottle and 
crown suppliers are reactivating their pre-vv-ar manufacuring plants . 
As far as s a les are concerned, when you measure the 
volume of sa],es 'against the per c ap ita income of the mas ses of 
Mexico , Egypt , the Philippines , and of China , it must be con-
cluded that purchasing power does n o t hinder t h e sale of the 
product. 
A truer indication of the acceptability of Coca-Cola 
oversea s might ·be s h own by the sp~ed with which n1ost ;of their 
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overseas p l ants have reached large volumes. In the u.s., it 
took New Orleans 24 years to reach a s a lesbasis of a million 
cases per year. Nev; York, wi t h her i ramense population, 25 
years; and Washington , St . Louis , Baltimore, Boston , Los Angeles, 
Detroit , San Francisco, Chicago, Pittsburgh , and Philadelphia 
over 30 years. Gities lik e San Juan, Manila, Honolulu , Tampico, 
Mexi co City, Lima , Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo , 
Alexandria and Ca iro, Brussels , Cebu City , Shanghai, have all 
passed a million cases.* Some of them,like Cairo and Alexandria , 
achieved it vvithin the first year . 
In 1938 the Company itself undertook the development 
of Australia. Foi' the first time, the company went into the 
·bottling businessoverseas v'li th an organize.d plan for building 
business rapidly. The compal?-y sent e~ erienced personnel to 
man a ge the operation and put its own capital in the venture. 
-\far seriously curtailed their program a "Jrear after they started. 
In 1943 they put the total cap acity of their plants at Sydney , 
l>'lelbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane at the disposal of the U.s. 
armed forces. They l"eturned to the civilian market in 1946 with 
sales of 1.5 million cases that year . Last year, with restric-
tions still in force, Australia reached two million cases. 
Australia has repaid the total investment in goo d u. s. Dollara, 
and now sends substantial earning s in U. s. Dollars, too. 
'I'he experience in Australia was followed in Brazil. 
-... ;), p. 7 
In 19L!.2 t h e company sent dovm a n experienced staff, 'li'l ith 
e quipment. and merchandise. They entered Brazil with faith and 
confide n ce, re a dy to invest wha tever it might t al(e in man-
power and mone y t o assui'e success. From the be g inning they were 
hampered b y a shortag e of machinery, truck s and supplies. They 
were obliged to operate p l ants 24 hours a day, a nd only now are 
the y able toget machinery t o incl"ease t hier b ottling capacity • 
. Despite t h ese h and i c aps they hav e built a business which earns 
a million dollars a year . In 1948, Brazil sold more than 
6.50 , 000 cases a month.~~ 
Egyp t is the sales phenomenon in Coca-Cola history. 
-
Gairo, with a million cases i n its firs t ten months; Alexandria 
wi t h one million two hundred thous a n d cases in the first twelve 
months .~:--:~ Egypt shows what adequate cap ital and proper manage -
ment c an accomplish v.r ith Coc a -Cola almost overnight. 'The Pathy 
brothers had t he confidence a nd the courage t o make an initial 
investment of six million dollars.·:H:--::· With new plants in Alex-
ruLdria, Ismailia, Assuit, Fayoum, and Minia, t h e y are now equip-
ping the busines s for a production and s ales of 40,000 cases a 
day--one million bottles a day for the Ar ab p opulation of Bgypt. 
L~ the next section I shall discuss t h e contractua l 
rela tionship between the Coca-Cola Export Corporation and the 
franchised bottler • 
.,~ 5, p. 8 
-:~·::- 5, p . 27 
-::--::- ·:~ Ibid. 
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'111.ne countries in which there are Coca-Cola bottling plants are : 
Alaska 
g 
Aleria 
- I 
_,'\.rabia 
Argentina 
Austria 
Austra lia 
Bahamas 
Bm .. b ados 
Belgian Congo 
Belgium 
Bermuda 
Bolivia 
B1 .. i ti sh Honduras 
British Guiana 
Bra~il 
Burma 
Canada 
Chile 
China 
Colombia 
Costa Hica 
Cuba 
Denmark 
Dominic an Republic 
Ecuador Nicaragua 
Egy-p t Norway 
England Pa..lcistan 
France Panama 
Germany Paraguay 
Gibraltar Peru 
Gree ce Portugal 
Guatamala Philipp ines 
Haiti Puerto Rico 
Hawaii Scotland 
Honduras South Africa 
Iceland Spain 
Italy Sweden 
Ireland Samoa 
India Switzerland 
Jamaica Tunisia 
Japan Trinidad 
Korea Turkey 
Lebanon Thailand 
Martinique Uruguay 
Mexico Venezuela 
Morocco 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
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IV. A. .Description and Discussion of 
the Contractual Agreement 
Under the contractual aggreement drawn up by the 
constituent parties, namely the Coca-Cola Company and the 
bottler, the following points are covered: -li-
First of all, the company grants to the bottler the 
exclusive license to manufacture, bottle, sell and distribute 
carbonated beverages prepared with the company's extracts un-
der the trade name and trade mark 11 Coca-Gola 11 and such other 
trade names or trade marks as may be described in the text of 
the agreement. This lic ense lasts for a term beginning at 
the date of the inception of the agreement, and continues for 
such a period of time as all the terms, conditions, or pro-
visions of the agreement are fully complied with by the 
bottler, or until the termination of' the agreement is other-
~ 
wise terminated. 
The bottler agrees that he will not manufacture, 
bottle, distribute or sell, directly or indirectly carbo-
nated beverages under the trade name or trade mark "Coca-
Cola 11 vdth extracts other than the company's extracts; or 
carbonated beverages prepared with the company's extracts 
under any other trade name or trade mark; or carbonated beve-
rages under the company's trade name or trade mark elsewhere 
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than in the territory assigned. 
The company goes on by authorizing the bottler to 
do business for the duration of the contract under the trade 
nmae and style of the Coca-Cola Export Corporation, and to 
use this trade name and style on all stationery, delivery 
equipment and advertis ing material in the manner and under 
the conditions s e t forth in the contract, It is agreed t hat 
t he bottler, on t he termination of the agreement, shall 
i..l1'.ll11e dia tely cease any and all operations under and relinquish 
any and all right, claDn, interest, or equity in the trade 
name and style, and tha t thereafter the bottler shall not adopt 
a trade name and s t yle s imula ting 11 Coca-Cola 11 or any ab-
brevia te d name or style which may confuse or identify the 
bottler with the company. 
Under the agreement, the buyer must, at his sole cost 
and expense , establish in the territory covered under the 
contract, a bott ling plant or plants for the purpose of 
manufacturing and bottling the company's beverages as soon 
as the necessary buildings, machinery, and equipment can be 
obta ined by the bottler, if ade quate facilities are not 
pr e s ently available to it, but in no event later than a de-
finitely set date put forth in the agreement . 
The bottler agrees that he understands and acknowl-
edges the importance in the performance of the agreement of 
the proper plant, machinery , and equipment. Therefore, they 
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agree that the provisions of this part of the agreement shall 
not be deeme d fully complied with until the bottler procures 
the written approval of the company of its bottling plant and 
equipment. In particular , this approval of the company ·shall 
be based on the efficiency, the adequateness, the sanitary con-
dition, and the capacity of the plant and equipment of the 
bottler to produce the company's beverages of the quality 
prescribed by the agreement and in the quantity sufficient 
to sa tisfy the demand in the bottler's territory. The 
bottler agrees to establish and maintain in its plant , the 
highes t sanitary conditions and shall at all times comply 
with any and all applicable food laws, rules, regulations or 
ordinances of any fe deral, state, municipal or territorial 
governraental authority having jurisdiction there. 
The bottler further agrees to increase its investment 
in plant, equipment, and machinery if, as, and when the demand 
for the company's beverages or the proper promotion or sales 
;Ln the territory shall, in the opinion of the company , ne-
cessitate or require such additional facilities.~:-
The buyer agrees to manufacture carbonated beverages 
with syrups prepared from the company's extracts, water charged 
with carbonic acid gas , and other ingredients in the pro-
port ions and in strict compliance with the formulae, methods 
of manufacture , standards of quality, and instructions set 
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forth in schedules which are incorporated into the contract. 
TI1e company may, in its sole discretion at any time during 
the existence of this agreer.1ent by written notice to the bot-
tler, a lter, revise, or &"llend any of these sche dules and 
substitute other schedules for t hem. The bottler must comply 
with t h is notice as if it vtere orig inally attached to the 
contJ•act and made a part of it. 
I shall now include as an example of these schedules 
the one dealing with 11 Bottling and Methods of Manufacture". 
It is as follows: 
"1. The bottling plant must comply with all the 
san~tary rules or regula tions of (territory nruned) and/or 
any municipalities or governmental subdivisions thereof rela-
ting to t he preparation and distribution of carbonated 
beverages hereunder. 
11 2. The bottle cleaning equipment shall be capable 
of delivering a ._ clean sterile b6ttle. 
"3. The bottles shall all be of the co l or and shape 
approved by the . company. No chipped-necked bottles, bottles 
with cracked seams or misshapen bottles, or any other defec-
tive bottles which will detract from the appearance of the 
package or occasion flatness or leakage of carbonation, shall 
be used for the bottling of the company's beverages hereunder. 
114. The water to be used in the manufacture of t h e 
company's beverages shall be. sterilized and conditioned by 
the bottler in the manner prescribed by the company. The said 
water sha ll be clear and uncontaminated and shall contain no 
il1purities or bacterio l ogical defects which might render it 
unpalatable or undesirable, affect the flavor of the syrup, 
or cause sediment or cl oudiness in the beverages in storage. 
The bottler agrees to install any necessary dquipment to 
comply with the Hater treatment prescribed by the cm~pany. 
"5. The carbonation of the bottled beverages shall 
be not less than the volumes mentioned in the sub-schedules 
herewith a ttached, and all filling machines used, whether high 
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or lovv pressure, must be capable of providing the degree of 
carbona tion hereinafter mentioned. 
"6. Crowning machines must be capable of delivering 
a bottle permanently sealed gas-tight in order to prevent 
leakage. 
7. A physical i nspection, m1der ade quate illu-
mination, shall be made to de termine the existence of any 
foreign particles i n t he con tents of t he bottles. Any 
and all such bottles containing foreign substances shall be 
el~inated. No dirty or otherwise unattractive package 
shall be marketed. 
"8 •• The greatest care, supervision and sanitary 
precautions to maintain the prestige and frunous quality of 
the company's beverages shall be required of the buyer. The 
company or its duly authorized agent shall have the right to 
enter upon the premises of the bottler during working hours 
f or t h e jpruposes of inspecting the same and shall be permitted 
to select a t its or his descretion at any time or times, at 
least three bottles for the purpose of laboratory examination 
and analysis. If such examination or analysis discloses a de-
viation fronJ: the formulae here-inafter provided, or sub-car-
bona ti.on, or should the physical examina tion of the premises, 
in the op inion of the company, disclose the existence of 
unsanitary conditions, inadequa te or Dnproper control or 
maintenance by the bottler, then this agreement may be ter-
minated by the company upon thirty (30) days notice in 
wr iting to the bottler. 
"9· The bottler, upon re que st from the company , 
shall promptly furnish the company with s amples of any products 
produced pursuant to this agreement or any ingredients or 
materials use d in the preparation or packaging of said products. 
The bottler shall adhere strictly to any practice vvith respect 
to t h is matter which may be established by the company.~~~~ 
One can see from the above example that the Coca-
Cola Export Corporation is very stringent in its teclli~ical 
demands on the franchised bottlers, ·which is as it should be. 
As the terms of the contract continue, the bottler 
agrees to buy from the company the company 's extracts required 
-::- 1 
by the agreement for prepar a tion of the company's beverages, 
under the terms and pr ices and stipulations set forth in 
another schedule of the ·,c:ontract. The bottler agrees not to 
resell t he company 's extracts purchase d under terms of the 
agreement, or any syrup or solution manufactured from it, to 
anyone v1hatsoever . 
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The bottler agrees to bottle, l abel, and package the 
company's beverages, produced under t he contract in strict con-
formity to the specifica tions and instructions of the company , 
and to use, in the bottling , labeling , and packaging of t h e 
company's beverages , onl.y the distinctive Coca-Cola packages . 
The specifications for this action are set forth in another 
schedule of t he contract. It is expressly understood that t h e 
company may, from time to tLrne , alter i t s bottling, labeling , 
and/ or packaging of the company 1 s beverages .~:-
A further condi tion of the contract is that the 
bottler must use only such packaging materials, including 
bottles, labels, crowns, and foil as are purchased from, de -
signated, or approve d by the company in writing prior to use 
by t he bottler and to affix t he labels, crowns, and other 
articles securely to the bottles. The bottler further agrees 
not to use a distinctive Coca-Cola bottle or package in any 
manner or for any purpose except a s authorized under the 
agreement. 
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The bottler agrees to exert his best efforts to 
establish and maintain a fixed retail price which is com-
petitive with other carbonated beverages of similar size and 
type; provided, however, that the retail price is in no .event 
in exces s of certa in prices stipulated in another attached 
schedule. 
As far as advertising is concerned, it is mutually 
understood and agreed that the buyer shall advertise the 
company's beverages in all parts of the licensed territory and 
shall expend for such advertising an ade quate and sufficient 
amount to promote properly the sale and distribution of the 
company 's beverages there. The bottler agrees that the com-
pany shall have absolute contro l over all the advertising, and 
that the company 's decisions with respect to them shall be con-
clusive and bindlllg upon. the bottler. Any and all advertising 
material and copy prepared for or by the company shall be 
conclusive and binding upon the bottler. -~Y and all adver-
tising material and copy prepared for or by the bottler shall 
be submitted by the bottler to the company for approval prior 
to use. The bottler agrees to cooperate with the company at 
all times in any advertising or sales, promotional plan or 
undertruring of the company . 
The company agrees to supply the bottler with adver-
tising material, which shall be used by the bottler in con-
nection with the sale and distribution of the company's 
-;l.J_ 
.:>, 
bever ages, of a value equivalent in amount to 10% of the 
aggregate dollar value of the bottler's purchases of the 
company's extracts, as evidence d by the invoices of the 
company, in each t welve months 1 period-l:-; but the bottler 
agl"'ees to assume and pay all the expenses o.f shipment, inclu-
ding all costs of transportation, freight, duty and other 
charge s incurred in forwarding the advertising material to it. 
In addition to the foregoing advertising allowance 
of the company, it is further agreed that during the second 
twelve month period of the agreement and during each yea:r 
thereafter, the bottler shall expend f or advertising at 
leas t five per cent of its total gross sales of the company 's 
beverages for each preceding twelve months' period, and shall 
submit each y ear to the company evidence s a tisfactory to the 
company showing t he expenditure of the said minimum amount 
of advertising. 
As used in the contract, the term 11 advertising 11 means 
only expenditures actually made by the bottler .for the follo-
wing : advertising space in newspapers and magazines, radio 
advertising , billboards, signs, display material and free 
sample products distributed by the bottler to the consumer. 
The term 11 sample products" cannot be construed to include the 
company 's beverages which the bottler may desire to distribute 
to its jobbers or retailers free as a price inducement to the 
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handling of its products--a sales practice generally referred 
to as the distribution of 11 free goods". 
The inclusion of this information about pl"escribed 
min~um amounts of advertising does not llinit or relieve in 
any way the bottler 1 s obligation. to expend an adequate and 
suff icient amount for advertising to properly promote the sale 
and distribution of the company's beverages in the licensed 
territory. The control over all advert:i.sing and sales pro-
motion which is vested in the company in the contract con-
stitutes a ma jor consideration to the company, and failure on 
the part of the bottler to comply strictly with this section 
of the contract constitutes a breach ££ ~ agreement, and 
entitles the company to terminate it L~nediately. 
The bottler agrees under the terms of the contract 
to develop the franchise d territory in its entirety. It is 
agreed that failure of the bottler to do ro will adversely 
efi'ect the interest of t he compa ny to a material extent. 
Tne bottler therefore, agrees to maintain a sufficient stock 
of the company's beverages and otherwise to service all parts 
of t he territory in the 
to properly develop and 
this territory, and the 
manner and to the extent necessary 
0 
prmote the s a les of the beverages in 
I 
bottler has to take such steps as are 
necessary to correct such dei'iciencies as the company may 
indicate within a period of sixty days from the date of the 
notice. FailUl"e on the part of the bottler to comply with t h is 
notice in a proper and s a tisfactory maP..ner shall entitle the 
company, in its discretion, to terminate the contract or to 
withdraw ~ the territorz such part or parts as it may deem 
desirable to properly protect its interests there. If, 
however, the bottler promptly shovrs to the satisfaction of 
the company tha t its failure to comply with such notice 
within the sixty days was due to fire, strike , war , embargo, 
or an act of God, then the company extends the sixty day 
period for a further peri.od corresponding to the delay caused 
by these contingencies, unless in the op inion of the company 
the deficiency caused and indicated in the notice ca~~ot be 
removed, corrected, or el~inated within a reasonable period 
of t ime, it being the intention here to prevent the loss to 
the company of a market for coliiparr.r 's beverages for any ex -
tended period of time. 
The bottler must use his best efforts to promote the 
sale of Coca-Cola , install and operate an efficient delivery 
service and otherwise create and maintain in all p~ts of the 
territory, a patronage for Coca-Cola . ~~e bottler must coope-
rate with the company in any merchandising plans and any other 
undertak ings of the company for the purpose of expanding the 
sale of Coca-Cola in the territory. Failure on the part of the 
bottler to diligently promote the sale of Coca-Cola and to 
cooperate with the company is deemed to be a breach £[the 
CONTRACT, and entitles the company to terminate the contract 
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up on sixty days' notice. The company is entitled to this 
right notwithstanding the fact that the bottler may have comp-
lied with the requirement set forth with regard to the pur-
chases of Coca-Cola extracts. 
There is included in the contract at this point.;;. the 
total initial minbnum quantities which the bottler must purchase 
of the coca-cola syrup. Then the contract goes on. to say that 
the initia l minimtun quantities shall be progressively increased 
e ach year following an amount equivalent to 10% of the minDwwn 
quantities for the prece ding year until the resulting minbn~~ 
quantities for any one year shall equal a certa in figure 
included in the contract. This figure shall thereafter repre-
sent the ultimate minim~~ annual quantities of the company's 
extracts tha t the bottler shall be required to purchase. 
In the event that the bottler purchase d a greater 
total number of units of the .Coca-Cola extracts in any one 
year than the minlinum quantities prescribed for that year, the 
quantities for the next succeeding year are not increased or 
affected; but, if the bottler purchases the ultimate minimmn 
qua1tities of Coca-Cola extract for any t wo consecutive years 
prior to the ye ar when this figure was supposed to be reached, 
then t hese ultimate minimum. quantities are thereafter the 
minimum annual quantities of extract that the bottler shall 
be required to purchase. 
Failure on the part of the bottler to comply with 
this matter in any year entitles the company to terminate the 
agreement of the company on the expiration of that year. The 
inclusion in the agreement of the prescribed initial and ulti-
mate min~1um purchase s of Coc a - Cola extracts does not lli1it or 
relieve in any way the obligation of the bottler to vigorously 
promote the sale of Coca-Cola and to develop the market for it 
to its fullest extent. 
As the contract continues, the bottler has to agree 
that he will not manufacture , deal in, sell, offer for sale, 
use, or handle or attempt to do either directly or indirectly, 
thl~ough subsidiary or affil i ated companies or otherwise, any 
beverages other than Coca-Cola without first having obtained 
the written consent of the company . It is also agreed that the 
company may subse quently revoke any written consent given 
and delivered hereunder if in the sole opinion of the company 
any such oth er beverages affect the sale or public acceptance 
of Coca-Cola . 
The bottler further agrees t hat he will not use, 
excap t as authorized under the contract, nor register or 
attempt to register the trade name and trade mark 11 Coca-Cola 11 
or ncoke 11 or any other trade names or trade marks which the 
company may now or subsequently own , use, create, acquire, or 
be authorized to use, or which may i n any way simulate or be 
confusingly similar to any of these trade names or marks. 
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The bottler a cknowledges that he has no right, title 
or interest in, and agl"ees that he shall not in the future 
acquire , assert or claim any right, title, ~ interest in, 
any of these trade names or trade marks of the Coca-Cola Ex-
port Corporation because of anything containe d in or arising 
under the agreement, except a license to use these trade nanes 
and trade marks in the manner and under the condit ions and for 
the term of the .contract. 
In the event that the contract is terminated or 
cancelled for any cause whatever, the bottler agrees that he 
will not tl~re after exercise or attempt to exercise any right 
or privilege grant ed to him and that he will :Lnunediately dis -
c ontinue his use of and relinquish any and all ri~~ts to t he 
names 11 Coca-Cola 11 and. 11 Coke 11 and other names which the compmy 
has authorized or permitted him to use. 
Failure of the bottler to comply strictly with this 
condition entitles t he company to terminate the contract 
bmnedia tely . In addition to the foregoing right of termination, 
t he company may at any time during or after the termination , 
of the agreement, pursue any and all remedies available to it 
either in e quity or at l aw by reason of a violation of this 
concli tion. ~~ 
The company then goes on to say that after c .onsidera-
tion and appraisal of the financial responsibility and the 
special qualifica t ions of the bottler and the persons or in-
terests identified with the bottleP to fulfill the terms of the 
agreement , h a s elected 'to license the bottler . It is mutually 
understood that arry change in the bottler or the persons or in-
terests identified with the bottler may , because of lack of 
financial responsibility or necessary or proper qualifications 
or other essential f actors, adversely affect the interests of 
the company . Th.erefore, they agree t he. t any assignment , s a le, 
conveyance or transfer of the contract or any of the territory 
granted to the bottler, i n whole or in part, vvhether by law or 
otherwise, shall be fold and of no f orce and effect unless and 
until written consent is obta ined from the company • .;:- The 
company r eserves the absolute right t o refuse to consent to any 
assignment, s ale, conveyance, or transfer of the contract or 
any of the assigned territory and/or to impose or attach any 
conditions to or on aroJ consen t which it may give to any ass-
i gnment , sale, conveyance, or transfer. Any of these actions, 
without the prior written consent of the company shall con.-
stitute sufficient grounds for t he termination o~ the contract 
immediately . 
The contract then goes on to e.stablish the rela tion-
ship of licensor and licensee between the company and the 
bottler. The company states that is is not the intention of 
either the company or t he bottler to underta.."te a joint venture 
.. ,, 1 
or to m~{e the bottler, in any sense, an agent or an affiliate 
of the company. Also, the bottler has no authority to create 
or assume in the company's name or in its behalf, any obligation, 
expressed or implied, nor to act or purport to act as its agent 
or legally emp owered repr esentative for any purpose whatsoever. 
The bottler assumes full responsibility and liability for, and 
agrees to hold the company harmless from any loss, injury or 
damage resulting from the preparation, manufacture, bottling, 
distribution or sale of t he beverages prepared and/or sold 
by the bottler pursuant to the agreement. 
The bottler agrees to allow the company or its · rep-
resentatives to enter upon and examine the premises where the 
carbonate d beverages are prepared or warehoused, and to allow 
the company or its agents to make any examination necessary or 
proper to ascertain whether the provisions of the contract are 
being fulfilled. The bottler further agrees to pern1it the 
company or its agent to examine the books and records of the 
bottler relevant to the performance of the contract. The bottler 
shall provide the company with samples of any products produced 
here and with statements and reports when called ~or by the 
company and in. the form prescribed by the company, and shall 
generally conform its accounting procedure to such practices 
as may be reco1mnended by the company . 
If . the ordinary manufacturing operations of the 
company, or if shipments of the company's extracts or other 
merchandise shall be interrupted or delayed, directly or in-
directly, by fires, strike, accidents, wars, embargoes, delays 
by c arriers, or other contingencies of t he same or a different 
general nature beyond the control of the company , delivery of 
any of the extracts or merchandise may be postponed by the com-
pany for a period cor~esponding to t he time lost by these con-
tingenc ies, then and in that event t he company may a llocate 
a proportionate amount . of its extracts and other merchandise 
among its licensed bottlers throughout t h e world in such a 
manner and to such an extent as i ~ deems desirable. 
If the bottler should file a petition in bank-
ruptcy , or if an infoluntary petition in baru{ruptcy should 
be filed against it, or if the bottler should make an assign-
ment f or the benef it of creditors, or if a receiver should be 
appointed for t he business of t h e bottler or any part of the 
business, or if the bottler should othervrise discontinue its 
operation for any reason whatsoever, them the company may ~­
minate the agreement imme d i a tely with out notice !£~bottler. 
In the event t hat the contract shall be te rmi nated 
or c ru~ce lled for any cua se whatsoever, the bottler sball im-
media tely return to the company the bottler's executed copy 
or copies of the contract together with all the schedules 
at t a ched to it, and any anendments and any other formulae of 
the company . T'.ne company shall with in s ixty days from the date 
of termination purchas e any and all the company's extracts 
which t h e bottler may have on. hfu!d or in transit and shall 
have t he right to purchase in this period any and all labels 
and other packaging materials bearing any of the company's 
extracts which the bottler may have on hand or in transit and 
shall have t h e right to purchase in this period any and all la-
bels and other packaging materials bearing any of the company's 
trade names or tr ademarks , upon the payment to the bottler by 
the company of the bottler's invoice cost price less deprecia-
tion and obsolescence plus duty, if any . Nothing in the con-
tract shall vest in the bottler the right to resell or otherwise 
transfer these extracts or other articles to any person, firm, 
or corporation other than the company without :first having ob-
taineD. the written em s e nt of the company to such sale or 
transfer. 
It is agreed that in c ase any provision of the con-
tract shall be found to contrary to law, such :finding shall 
not in any way affect the other provisionsof the agreement, which 
shall, nevertheless, continue in full force and effect. Any 
waiver by the company of any breach of any provision or con-
eli tion of the contract shall be to ·the particular instance and 
shall not operate or be deemed. to waive any future breaches of 
the provision or condition.* 
V. Advertising Techniques 
Wnen I visited the Coca-Cola Export Corporation in 
New York City, one of the distinguished gentlemen who was kind 
enough to grant me an interview was ~~ . David N. Jones, head 
of Coca-Cola's overseas advertising. He told me the following 
about the general policies regarding the advertising of Coca-
Cola: 
1. Never competitive, offensive, extreme , tricky, 
or brash. 
2. Tops in art, conception, quality of production. 
3. Regular, frequent use of material . 
4. Illustrations tell main story, abbreviated copy. 
5. Tying together same concepts during same time 
period in different media . 
6. 1 Absolute fidelity in reproduction of trade mark 
and bottle. 
7. Large space to command attention in publication 
advertising. 
8 . In illustrations bottle open when about to be 
served or in person 's hand, crowned otherwise. 
Advertising is generally defined as the process o:f 
creating favor able i mpressions on the consum.er 's mind toward 
the advertiser's goods. This is certainly true of Coc a-Cola 
advertising. As :lfJI> . Jones put it, 11 We aim to create continuing 
:favorable impressions of our product repeatedly, regularly." 
Concepts, the end result of Coca-Cola copy, sL~ply sum up the 
i deas , the attitudes and the feelings the company hopes the 
public gets for Coke. 
The very nature of Coca-Cola dictates the kinq of 
advertising the company does and the media it uses. Coca-
Cola is the example "par excellence" of impulse, low-priced 
mer chandise. It is a product bought on the spur of the mo-
ment, without conscious thought or premeditation. All mer-
chandise of this character generally appeals to a large mar-
ket, but Coke appeals to everybody, young , old, rich, poor. 
Hence its advert i sing mus t be of a character to g ive the public 
plea sant i mpressions. To appeal to all. classes, this kind of 
advertising obviously cannot be competitive, argumentative or 
aggressive. Itmust treat the product for what it is--pleasant, 
refr eshing impulse merchandise. It must be largely suggestive. 
Coca-Cola advertising h a s brought many different 
concepts to the public mind in order to implant impressions of 
a qua lity product. These, translated by advertising into 
terms of use and human situations, illustrate how Coca-Cola 
logically fits into one's life. Since Coca-Cola advertising 
began, new concepts have been developed to help special marke-
ting circumstances and to reach new market s . Each new conc.ept 
has been pPesented with the same simplicity, dignity, and 
a ttractiveness. 
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The old one, "Relieves Fatigue,~~~~ presented a 
limited concept of Coca-Cola and opened a small potential 
market . 11 .Delicious and Refreshing"~:-::- was an infinitely broader 
one and opened a wider :market with a sales p:o.tential as great 
as thirst. 11 Thirs.t Knows No Season 11 -lHH:- contributed to give 
Coca-Cola year-round acceptance, reduce seasonal slumps. "Around 
the Corner from. Anywhere and Whoever you are, wherever you. may 
be, when you think of refreshment think of Coca-Cola for Cbea-
Cola makes any pause The Pause Tha·t -·Refreshes and Ice-c·old 
Coca-Cola is everywhere 11 -lHHH:- offered wider concepts and opened 
other markets to Coca-Cola. 
In the United States all these concepts were presented 
with the highes t quality of art in the best publications, full 
color when possible and attractive subject material. In the 
essence of good taste, they early separated .from 11 so.da p.ops" 
and gave it top position. People thought of Coca-Cola as 
refreshment of quality and distinctive character. 
One outstanding concept, 11 The Pause That Refreshes 11 , 
conveyed little when first used, but has come to associate 
Coca-Cola with any stop in a day's routine. It has made Coca-
Cola a daily need, a name synonymous with any pause. 
-li-2, p. 16 
-:s:-_5, p.8 
-lHH:-_5, P • 27 
·:r;~~;.~z. Ibid. 
T'Dese concepts are intimately associated with Coca-
Cola in · the United States , but many variations already have 
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been used effectively in other languages-- 11 Delicious and Re-
freshing11-l~, "The Pause That Refreshes,", and others . In .foreign 
languages, of course, concepts cannot always be simply literal 
translations of the original phr~ses. They must often be 
developed as particular needs arise ... and adapted to meet local 
situations . i...n. exception to this general rule is the Chinese 
trade mark , which is not only pronounced exactly the srune as 
the English trade mark , Coc a-Cola, but, freely translated, the 
first two characters in Chinese connote Delicious and the last 
two connote Refreshing . . 11 Th:i.rst Knovrs No Season" obviously has 
no place in a country with little or no seasonal variations o.f 
temperature . 
One result of decentralization may well be the more 
careful local analysis of concept need. Adaptations of old 
concepts, or new ones, may then be cref}..ted with more. precise 
recognition of idiosyncracies of language, social habits and 
customs, distribution and circulation of important media. 
Adv~rtis~ng is of two principal classifications: 
1. Consumer 
2. Reminder 
Tl1.e first is use.d in mass media magazines , nev~papers, 
posters, radio, cinema . All are local concepts . They can 
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convey pictures of the product, tell the story of the product 
in use . Vfuen used, they should be employed continuously to 
fully sell concepts, not spasmodically or at infrequent inter-
vals. Mr. Jones said: "Our consumer advertising tells the story 
graciously and endlessly, making i mpressions on the public, 
helping to create pleasing acceptance of the product . 11 
Reminder advertising supports and, inmany cases, 
completes the job of consumer advertising. It reminds the 
public a t the point-of-sale of Coca-Cola , on the way, on walls, 
or painted bulletins. Reminder advertising is usually brief, 
eye-catching with a word, picture, or a trade mark. These 
simple elements are generally reproduced as a part o~ consumer 
copy and gradually become associated with concepts. Wnen seen 
alone, they have an association reminding the potential con-
suraer of concepts registered _previously. Point-of-sale mate-
rial identifies the dealer, ties him in. with consumer adver-
tising . That is particularly important for an impulse purchase 
product such as Coca-Cola. 
~ne company uses so many different media because it 
considersits market as 11 everyone 11 • It uses different copy 
because its aim is to make as many impressions on as much of 
u 
the pblic as possible as economically as possible . Consu..rner 
I 
media does this. But people differ, habits of living are not 
the same, reactions to advertising copy vary. The company tries 
different approaches, different copy angles. It tells its story 
in a s many different ways as possible to keep the repetition 
of the company's message from becoming monotonous. Thus , the 
cow~any re aches each consumer with an approach having a positive, 
pleasing reaction. 
On the following pages I will discuss, using specific 
examples : 
1. Reminder Advertising . 
2. The Cinema as an Advertising Medium for Coca-Cola. 
3. Local Advertising Efforts (in La Pa_z) . 
V. Advertising Techniques. 
A. Reminder advertising in the Form 
of· Dealers 1 Helps 
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Magazine, Newspaper, Radio, and Theater Advertising 
build a consciousness of and demand for Coca-Gola in the minds 
of the consumers. Point-of purchase advertising directs that 
demand to the outlets selling Coca-Cola and help s the dealers 
sell it. The job of the Coca-Cola Export Corporation, in the 
wm~ds of Joseph W. Rintelen, Assistant Advertising Manager, 
11 is to p lace and to maintain effective showings at all those 
outlets.~~~~ Tha t means that the signs must make the first and 
most favorable impressions on the greatest number of people. 
The right signs must be erected in the right spots, so as to 
dominate the outlets, andthe signs must be kept continually in 
good condition. 
A new advertising catalogtie was distributed recently 
by the company covering all the current point-of purchase ad-
vertising especially created and manufactured for the over-
seas market. All the signs are illustrated in full color, and 
to make the catalogue acceptable to as many countries as pos-
sible, the various Dieces are illustrated in several diff.erent 
languages in which each piece is made available is also given. 
In addition to describing all the signs, the catalogue 
-;:-8' p . 18 
carries useful instructions to guide. the overseas organiza-
tion in placing the signs in the most advantageous locations. 
For exaraple, the instructions . for the 1.~8 11 x 120 11 
horizontal sign indicate that at locations where traffic has 
a long approach a large sign should be used to take full ad-
vantage of the advertising opportunity, and that this sign, 
visible from a considerable distance, is excellent for such 
locations.-:;. 
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Another feature of the catalogue is that it gives many 
helpful sugestions on the erection of signs. The section per-
taining to the embossed trade mark discs is a case in poll~t. 
It not only covers the erection of the discs themselves, but 
it also shows how with the help of these discs one can build 
beautiful privilege signs . Detail.s for the construction and 
painting of the privilege panels are given. An alphabet for 
e 
the use of sig!l painters is likwise provided. ->Hi-
I 
Similarly, the catalogue shows how to construct frames 
for stock signs such as the 39 11 X 39 11 diamond and the 48" X 120 11 
horizontal signs. .J)r>awings are provided which will show local 
carpenters in every detail how to frame these signs and erect 
them to a wall or on posts for roadside and similar locations. 
The cat~logue is equally helpful and informative with 
regard to inside signs. The various uses to which some pieces 
may be adapted are demonstrated. For instance, it shows how 
-::-8 ' p .18 
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the de luxe plastic trade mark disc may be used in various 
combinations, vdth or without colored display bottles. The 
method used for coloring these bottles is described. Color-
ful illustrations suggest uses for the new de luxe electric 
c~ock and the menu board. In short, the catalogue goes beyond 
being merely an illustrated list indicating the items that are 
ava ilable. It demonstrates to the largest degree possible how 
each of the pieces catalogued should be erected and how it may 
be displayed to best advantage. 
Another very ~nportant function of the catalogue is 
that it will serve as a guid e and inspiration in the local 
manufacture of advertising material. It will give field per-
sonnel and overseas bottlers a complete picture of a well-
rounded out point-of purchase advertising program in a format 
which is in keeping with the prestige of the product and the 
business, and of a quality which truly conveys the high stan-
dards of Coca-Cola adverti s ing . 
None of the bottlers seeing this catalogue will fail 
to realize that in any production of advertising material he 
will h ave to aim high to meet the requirements _with regard to 
quality in design and execution and to produce the kind of 
material that is representative of the quality of Coca-Cola. 
It is felt that t he catalogue will not only be a great incentive 
in this respect, but it will also make an important contribution 
towro ... d uniformity throughout t h e world i n basic point-of-purchase 
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material . 
Mr. Rintelen comments: "Eternal vigilance is ne -
.. 
c e ssary to secure and to retain an effective sign showing and 
it is one of the mos t important aspects of the merchandising 
of Coca-Cola."-:~ 
-::-8, P • 19 
V. Advertising Techniques 
B. Consumer Advertising in the Form of 
Miniature Movies 
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Under the direc tion of Walter Lanz, head of Walter 
Lanz Productions , Inc . , of Holl~«ood, a group of miniature 
movies, each two minutes in length, have been produced to be 
shown to theater-goers throughout the world. These animated 
cartoons provide a highly appropriate medium f.or conveying 
advertising messages for Coca-Cola, since they are full of 
light-heartedness, gaiety, n1usic, and brilliant colors. There 
are versions in English, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Dutch, Afrikaans, and Arabic, which means they can be under-
stood by almost all people ever~vhere . 
These films are produced by the same staff of writers, 
artists, musicians and tecru~icians that produce the longer 
cartoons of Walter Lanz . Into them went the same thoughtful-
ness, the s ame artistry, the same meticulous attention to 
detail. 
This series of animated cartoons for Coca-Cola. draws 
liberally from the world ' s best- known legends and .t: ~_ olklore for 
its stories. There are t we lve of them in all . They are called 
11 Nriniature Movies" because they are telescoped in such a way as 
to provide a complete a nd entertaining experience for the audi-
ence. The films are as follows:.;~ 
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1. 11 il..lad._'.ins 1 Lamp 11 is the f'a.miliar old story with 
t he gold door in the mountain, the three-hea ded 
dragon and the obliging genie appearing in a 
puff of smoke. But Aladdin's wish if for the 
ideal refresmnent. 
2. Tha t is why the "Town Mouse and Country Mouse" 
get together. 
3. In 11 Jaclr and the Beanstalk 11 , a handy bottle ot: 
Coca-Cola saves the young hero from becoming t h e 
giant's hors d' oeuvres. 
l.~. 11 The Old Woman in the Shoe," in the Lanz version, 
is a cat with many k ittens. But she kno·ws all 
the trials of bringL.J.g up a large f runily, the 
drudgery of unending house-work, so, after a hard 
day's work, she takes a swig of Coca- Cola. 
5. "The \'lise Little Woodchopper" points up the same 
moral. It is wise , indeed, sometimes to toss a-
side axe· and troubles and stop for friendly re-
fresbment. 
6. "Pira.te 1 s Treasure" sails a direct course, straight 
-. 
to delicious, ice-cold Coca-Cola. 
7. 11 Pancho 1 s Rainbow", in terms of a little South 
American boy , his dog and his parrot, colorfully 
traces the proverbial pursuit of the pot of gold 
at the end of the sprectrum. ~~at the characters 
find there is the familiar red cooler for Coo a-
Cola. 
8. "The Gallant Tailor" shows the legendary master 
of needle sewing up the giant that threatens h is 
native village. His reward, Coca-Cola, because 
t h ere is no better reward for a job well done. 
9. "Woodland Symphony 11 recalls that Coea-Cola goes 
with gaiety and music. 
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10. 11 The Mountain Flower" shoYvS a climbe;r in the Swiss 
~~ps eluded by the fabluous edelweiss. The res-
cuing St . Bernard brings not the usual barrel 
arottnd his neck, but Coca-Cola. 
11. In 11 The Three Little Pigs", the wolf isn 1t after 
fresh pork at all. He heads straight for the re-
frigerator and Coca-Cola. 
12. "Fisherman's Luck" provides a bottle of Coca-Cola 
at the end of the line. 
Mr. Lanz commented on the films: "The final prints 
you see in a theater represent a lot of hard work, but they also 
represent a lot of enjoyment on the part \of all of us at the 
studios involved in mak ing the Miniature Movies for Coca-Cola."~:-
~~7' p. 19 
V. l:..dveJ:•tising 'J:ecbniques 
G. Traffic Advertising in La Paz, Bolivia 
One wonderful example of a bottler's fine work in 
reminder advertising is the traffic work being done by the 
Coca-Cola bottler in La Paz, Bolivia. 
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In 194-6 a ten-year contract was signed by the General 
Traffic Department of Bolivia and Vascal s. A. (the bottler in 
La Paz,). This contract gave Vascal s. A. ·· the exclusive rights 
to use advertising in the city of La Paz for materials and 
services benefitting the Traffic Department.-::-
The first experiment with traffic advertising in La 
Paz began with the placing of traffic booths in the center 
of bu sy street intersections. These were constructed and do-
nated to the Traffic Department which manned them with police . 
The booths were equipped with red and green lights to assist 
in directing traffic. Traffic arrows were slso designed and 
approved . After each lot was completed, they were erected by 
the Traffic Department in the most conspicuous space available 
on buildings at street corners. To.d?-y, there are few street 
corners in La Paz which do not have traffic arrows to indicate 
the directionof traffic in the city. Soon this medium of ad-
vertising was accepted by the Traffic Department as an ideal 
aid to their many problems in La Paz. 
Suggestions wer•e accepted to .;fur n i sh school. zone 
Caution signs within school limits . These signs were erected 
by t he Traffic Department and were hung from the center of a 
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wire suspended , across the street. All school zones have these 
signs now . Ne::~t, there came an order for Bus Stop signs. Some 
were fix e d horizontally in the sides of buildings, while others 
were imbedded in cement along the sidewalks. All the signs 
remind the public to 11 Tome Coca-Cola Biem Fria. u 
Vascal s . A. was called upon to render another public 
service- -this time in the form of portable traffic direction 
stands to take t he place of police in direc t ing traffic at the 
stadiUJ."lls, mass meetings, road and street blocks.~'" 
No Park ing signs have been furnished to the offices 
,. 
of t he government , to foreign embassies , air-way company 
offices, banks and many other sites to reserve park ing space 
f or personnel and prospective clients. 
The most recent request ha s been for a traffic barrier 
at t h e entrance to t he city on the Altiplano. All truck s and 
cars enteri ng or leaving La Paz must stop here for inspectionby 
the Traffic Department. This is done to prevent smuggling of 
contraba.."'ld merchandise . The making ·of this barrier required 
a cons i derable amount of study and labor. 
"1 1 21. i\" 0 ' p . L} 
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VI. Merchandising and .Market Research Techniques 
Frank w. Harrold, with Coca-Cola since 1923, is now 
head or the overseas Sales Promotion Department. In discussing 
the merchandising of the beverage, he said, "Merchandising serves 
the customer by placing Coca-Cola where the customer wants it. 11 ~!-
All Coca-Cola marketing is directed to one major ob-
jective, namely, serving ' the c.ustomer. Only if he receives 
full value and more for his nickel, his sole, his cruzeiro or 
his piastre, will the customer repeat again, again, and again, 
thus producing the volume on which the Coke business is based. 
To render this service marketing depends on two factors, ad-
vertising and mBrchandising . 
Advertising serves the customer by telling him abou~ 
Coca-Cola. and ·where it can be bought . A magazine bids the 
customer to think of Coca-Cola whenever he thinks of re-
freshment. A wall sign says Coca-Cola is just around the cor.-
ner and suggests the customer drop in. and have one. A point-
of purchase sign informs him to stop at a particular store 
for a minute and relax with Coca-Cola. In short, advertising 
draws the customer towards the product. 
Of equal importance is the second marketing factor, 
merchandising. Merchandising serves the customer by placing 
Coca-Cola where the customer wants it--when he wants it, and 
as he wants it . Coca- Col.a isn 't sold until the customer gets 
it and likes it . Coca-Cola merchandising makes customers of 
the beverage, satisfied customers. In short, merchandising 
draws the product towards the customer. 
It must always be remembered that Coca-Cola is an 
impulse item. If it is available , it is bought and conswaed 
in great quantity . If not, it is skipped. Sales grow in 
proportion to their ability to follow people, to follow the 
crowd. The major concept in any plan of Coca-Cola merchan-
dising is, ''Availability Equals Sales ."~:-
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To be constantly available , Coca-Cola must be present 
24 hours a day wherever people are, whatever they are doing. 
They must find Coca- Cola where they shop and move about, where 
they live, where they work , where they spend their leisure time, 
where they go to school. 
That means the merchandising of Coke breaks down into 
five major markets : 
1. The Route Market, 
2. The Home Market, 
J. The At Work Market , 
4· The Special Events Market, and 
5. The Youth Market. 
Such a breakdown is not perfect. There is much over-
lapping . But I~. Harrold and his assistants have had enough 
experience with this breakdown in enough areas of the ~iorld to 
know t hat it enable s bottlers to lift out various activities 
~:-7' p . 9 
by segments, to view· the major phases of their business through 
five separate port holes, to concentrate on each phase one at 
a til1e, and to fix the responsibility for each phase on a spe-
cific individual. That individual, of course, may handle two, 
three, or more phases, depending upon the size of the plant and 
its organization. 
Availability, however, is only half the job. A 
satisfied customer is one to whom Coca-Cola is not only avai-
l able when he wants it, and as he wants it. 
"EFFECTIVE availability is what we are after 11 , said 
- h • • • 
lVlr. Harrold~ "and that me."..ns Coca-Cola ready to be sel"'ved ice-
Cold."-:~ It means Coca-Cola displayed in a clean, a ttrac ti ve 
refrigerating unit placed up front in a dealer's store. It 
me ans sufficient stock under the lid of the refrigerating unit 
and in the reserve supply. It means Coca-Cola at any tDne, 
so long as any outlet is available for it. 
"So long as a single outlet, a single home, a single 
event, in a single city, is without Coca-Col.a at any time, so 
long as any outlet does not have a well displayed refrigera-
ting unit stocked with Coca-Cola ice-cold, so long as a single 
person does not have Coca-Cola ready for him to driru{, we do 
not have effective availabili ty 11 , said IfJr. Harrold.-;;--;:-
Bottlers have the necessary selling tools for serving 
-.:8, P• 10 
-;:.~i-, Ibid. 
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pe ople on the routes, at work , at home , at p lay, and in a ll 
their activities. But no selling tools are better than the 
men vvho use them. 
TI~e history o£ Coca-Cola is a his tory of a pro duct 
continual ly freeing itself from limited concepts and sp il-
l ing over into new services and new markets.·::- Starting as a 
fountain drink, Coca-Cola soon added the bottle. Starting as 
an on-premi se refreshn1ent, it soon moved into the home. It 
no sooner appeared in the living room than it spilled over into 
the office and factory and so 11 ad infinitum11 with a vigor and 
vitality that has never found any end. 
of the 
-:<-2 , P • 17 
On the following pages I will g ive concrete examples 
l. 
2. 
4-
At Work Market in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
and-charleroi, Belgium. 
The Home Market in Tampico, Mexico, and 
BrusselS, Belgium. 
~ Special Events Market in Sao Paulo, 
Brazil, and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
The Route Market in the Province o.f' Rio 
~Janeiro, Brazil. 
The Youth Market in Cape Town, South Africa. 
VI, Merchandising and Market Research Techniques 
A, Servicing the At Work Market 
1 , In Buenos Aires 
To the Spanish-speaking world , 11alpargatas 11 is the 
name for the popular shoe made of canvas and jute. It is also 
the name of the largest textile manUfacturer in J~gentina. 
Alpargatas has four big factories from three to seven stories 
h igh, and occupying several city blocks in _Buenos Aires. They 
embo dy the different types of manufacturing, various rqom 
temperatures and distinct systems of work schedules. All these 
things had to be taken into account in providing Coca-Cola for 
the 13,000 employees of Alpargatas . 
The lack of coin-operated machines in Argentina was 
a serious deterrent and forced the ingenuity of the bottler 
in establishing a method of fast mobilization, refreigeration, 
and facility of service. 
This was accomplished by (1) the pause by the cooler, (2·:) 
the cooler-cart sales, and (3) the carrier service . -::. 
All three services are controlled from a central de-
pot . It was fortunate indeed that before such service was 
undertaken, the bottler had in stock a number of locally manu-
factured fcur-case electric coolers. 
A spot survey was made of the entire factory . Based 
~:-13, P • 5 
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on the f i ndings of this survey, the method of distribution and 
sale was worked out between Alpargatas and the bottler. The 
management furnished the necessary depot for the exclusive 
use of Coca-Cola. 
For reasons of quick service and refrigeration, it 
I 
was decided to have coolers distributed strategically through-
out the various factory sections , accor ding to room tempera-
ture and nt.1Jliber of wol"kers. These coolers were placed in 
numbers of one, two or three, depending oru the demand, inkey 
spots but with no obstruction to work. 
Currently eight salesgirls attend exclusively to the 
sale of Coca-Cola. Each takes a four-case wheel-cart of full 
goods and starts to her f irst stop . The lgirl goes from floor 
to floor until the whole building is covere d , restocking all 
cooler•s from whi ch refriger•a ted stocks have been sold. Two 
girls look after factory No. 2, one works in factory No. 3, 
one in f actory No. 6, and four in factory No. 1. In the 
wintertime they take care of' emp ties and fulls, but in sumraer 
they are reinforced by fifteen addi tionals girls and two men. 
The men handle the stock s in the central depot and load coolers.~~ 
W'here the stop by the cooler is impracticable, the 
fotu~-case cooler-cart is wheeled around the floor. In places 
where this cannot be used, the bottle carrier full of ice-cold 
Coke does t he job, thereby covering the entire factory . No 
matter how difficult it may be to get Coca-Cola to the v10rker, 
~:·13, p . 7 
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some way is £ound. One o£ the bottler's 250-case trucks gives 
twice-a-day service to alpargatas in winter and in summer extra 
trucks are h ired. A. special salesman £rom the Industrial De-
partment makes visits three ti~s a week and the supervisor once 
a week, thereby keep ing in close contact with the person in 
charge o£ the depot. -1lhen summer comes, constant vigilance is 
necessary to insure adequate stock and re£rigeration. 
During the peak SQ~~er days their- 1,000-case depot 
is constantly hmnming with activity and the bottler's trucks 
deliver a daily average o£ 700 to Boo cases-l~. In turn, through 
the e££icient work performed by the attractive sales-girls 
of Coca-Cola, resplendent in their colorful uniforms, a daily 
average o£ 10,000 to 15,000 bottles is sold. lill all-time high 
was reached one particular day in the summer of 1949--17,500 
bottles .-::-~;. 
I~ . Jose Perez, Advertising manager for Coca-Cola in 
Buenos Aires, says, 11We feel mighty proud to· have given unin-
terrupted service to Alpargatas £or six consecut ive years. 11 -lHHi-
Through the succes atta ined in Al pargatas and other 
clients of their industrial department, it has been proven con-
elusively what cooperation, good will, ingenuity, sales ef£orta 
and efficient service combined, can do for industrial markets. 
-;~ 13, p . 7 
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VI. Merchandising and Market Research Techniques 
A. Servicing the At Work Market 
2. In Charleroi, Belgium 
June 1, 1949, is a date to remember in the history 
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of Coca-Cola in Belgilun. That day, at 9 a.m., the first yellow 
and re d t ruck bearing the f~uous trade mark Coca-Cola auneared 
.. 
in Charleroi, industrial city of South Belgium. 
Coke, in spite of being a sixty-three-year-old drink, 
was new to that part of the country. Few of the inhabitants 
of Charleroi, for the most part workers in heavy industries and 
coal mines, had ever tasted Coca-Cola. For that reason, Paul 
G. Fostroy, field representative f or the Northwest European 
Division, de cided to do as much free s ampling as possible, as 
soon a s he had a : sufficient number of outlets on the routes. 
nLe second truck was put on the road the sixth of 
June and the third one followed the next week . 
On the first and second routes, Mr. Forstroy had al-
ready done a little sampl.ing in. offices, schools, and factories 
of minor ~portance . Nith the third route, ~~. Fostroy arrived 
at one of the biggest factories in Belgium, the Ateliers de 
Constructions Electriques de Charleroi (ACEC), where cab~s and 
electric motors are made for ~1 the world. The factory employs 
about 7,000 people and is, by itself, a little town. · 
The sanpling was schedul ed for t he second of August, 
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provided the weather was fair. 
There was rainy weather until the seventeenth of the 
month. On that day, at 7 a.m., N~. Fostroy was at the bottling 
plant in Forest where he picked up two junior salesmen in his 
car. Next, he drove to the other plant in Evere to supervise 
the loading of the truck and collect the two other junior sales-
men. Before he reached t he highway, he made a little detour 
to pick up the photographer. By that time it was 9:45 a.m. 
and Charleroi was thirty-five miles away. 
At 11 a.m. sharp, they stopped in rront of the ACEC. 
The three trucks were there, their yellow bodies very bright 
against the dark background of the 11black country, 11 as Char-
leroi is called. There was no sun, but the temperature was 
mild and the sky getting clearer. The first job was to unload 
the stands at the selected locations; t h is being done, one 
of t he men was sent in the empty truck to buy twenty-five 
blocks of ice. 
Meanwhile, Fostroy 1 s men placed the 18 stands so that 
they were visible from all sides. All the coolers were filled--
about 4,000 bottles.~:- The truck returned with the ice and 
refrigeration was standard, cracked ice and water, in every 
cooler. A surplus of ice, covered with wet sacks, was placed 
on reserve in the truck. Emp ty cases were distributed around 
the yard to make it easy to dispose of empties. 
-:a6, p . 27 
Then Ivir • .~.-~ostroy called a meeting o.f his sta.f.f and 
gave them .final instructions. Each salesman was assigned to 
a predetermined location; the driver of the truck and his help 
were to fill the coolers as soon as they became empty and 
collect the empty bottles in the meantime . Everyone was 
clean and impeccable. 
At six o'clock, at the end o.f the afternoon, the 
6327th bottle was offered. Fourteen hundred pounds o.f ice had 
been used . ·:~ 
Cormnented Mr . Frn troy : 11 I don't think I exaggerate 
when I say that 90% of the people contacted had never tasted 
Coca-Cola before, and their reception was enthusiastic. 11 ~H:· 
.;n6, p . 28 
·:H:·Ibid . 
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VI. Merchandising and Market Research Techniques 
B. Building the Home Market 
1. In Brussels 
~~ . F. H. R. Baraldi, advertising manager for the 
Northwest h'uropean Division, comments that "The post-war 
success of Coca-Cola in Belgium was leading to a dangerous as-
suJnption that everybody knew that it was a delicious drink".~~ 
After all, the Belgian bottlers had been saying so for some 
time in their advertisements, which had aroused so much com-
ment in Belgiu.."lll, so surely everybody must know what it is, 
and certainly must have tasted one. And yet echoes had been 
reaching them in many ways, and from different sources, indi-
eating that their assumption was a false one. Itwas difficult 
to believe, because they had been sampling on a considerable 
I 
scale, in offices, factories, schools, cafes, grocery stores, 
and even at lunch time in private homes , and yet therewere 
still numbers of p eople who had never drun1c a Coke. There was 
only one solution. Ifthe mountain would not come to Mahomet , 
Mahomet had better go to the mountain. 
And so theidea was born of establishing personal 
contact with the public by carryingout a samplingcrunpaign in 
Brussels, on a scale which would take in the maximum number of 
people possible in their homes . Day after day, district by dis-
-li-10' p . 21 
. .. · 
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trict, street by street, house by house, nobody would be left 
out. The salesman was already doing the job within the l~1its 
of the time he had available, but it was perforce spasmodic, 
and they wanted a. sustaim d, continuous effort. 
It was decided to employ girls of between 21 and 28 
years of age, of good physique and a pleasa:p.t personal appea-
rance, who were able to speak French and Flemish, both langua-
ges being in dommon usage in Brussels. In view of the fact 
that the majority of people with whom they v1oUld have to deal 
would consist of the average housewife, it was thought that 
girls would be more easily accepted than men and would create 
a better impression. It was also considered that there being 
relatively little physical strain attached ( the hours of 
work were from lp.m. to 7 p.m. with three rests of twenty min-
utes each), it would be less monotonous for girls than for men . 
Accordingly, an advertisement was put in the papers 
and from the applicants 32 were chosen from whom it was pro-
posed to select 26, after training , to make up four teams of 
six, with two reserves.-::-
They were g iven two weeks of intensive training which 
included talks on the general history and background of the 
company , as weill as being shown the film "Refreshment Through 
the Years," another one on advertising, andone or two of the 
more relevant visomatic meetings. But the main emphasis was 
~:-10, P• 22 
on their instruction on the subject of the product, enabl ing 
them to discuss it intelligently in the ccurse of their work. 
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In order to achieve this, after the lectures they were 
given basic texts and taught h ow to answer questions they might 
expect to be asked. Demonstrations among themselves, under the 
supervision of the lecturer , naturally provided the best method, 
not only as a means of getting rid of the initial shyness, al-
ways evident at first, but also to provide the maximum number 
of aw1~1ard questionsto be anticipated from future customers. 
New three and one-half ton Chevrolet chassis were 
selected and fitted with special rack bodies which could be 
reconverted, at minimum expense, to the standard rack body as 
normally employed on the routes, the only r eal difference being 
that there had to be room for built-in coolers on the sides, 
·which were made in the paint shop. 'rhe back panel carried . a 
special message saying, 11 Au Cafe- - Au Travail--Chez, Vous--
PartoutJ11-l~ Which means , "At · the Cafe--At work- - At home--Every-
where ." · 
To provide the maximum amount of coordination and team 
spirit, the team leader attended the last four days' classes 
with the pupils. The main task of the leaders was, of cours~, 
to supervise the work of the members of their m·m team, in 
addition to driving the truck, reloading the coolers, and hand-
ling the Coke. They also had to deal with any problems which 
-laO, p. 23 
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might arise with the dealers, many of whom were frruikly sus-
picious that they were starting to sell direct to the home 
themselves, even though they had been previously informed that 
it was ohly a sampling campaign vrhich v1ould increase the sales 
of both the cafe and the grocery store, outlets of the major 
type. 
Each day's work was carefully planned in advance and 
each team h ad a definite daily itinerary , closely integrated 
with the others--all four would work in the srune district, as 
near to each other as possible, so that the whole area would 
be covered within the shortest possible time. To make quite 
sure that no building or house was forgotten, a cross was 
chalked on the pavement in front of the door,and in case chil-
dren should stumble on to what was happen~~ different colored 
chalks were held in reserve. Nobody was left out; if there 
were six floors in a building, each one of them was visited in 
turn. On an average, each girl srunpled 12 bottles to 15 
bottles per hotw, and each interview lasted between 4 and 5 
minutes.->~ 
~ao, p . 2L~ 
VI. Merchandising and Market Research Techniques 
B. Building the Home Market 
2. In Tm1pico, Mexico 
Nine pretty g irls played a vital partin the special 
campaign conducted by Embotelladora de Trunp ico, s. A., Coca-
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Cola bottlers in this tropical port, to popularize the serving 
of Coc a-Cola at meal time, especial-ly vvi th the noon meal. During 
-t;he short period of eight weeks, they gave away, with the com-
pliments of' the bottlingcompany , over 50,000 ice-cold bottles 
of coke to some 3,500 housewives i n various sections of the 
city.-~~ 
Each housewife was visited three times in one week--
every t hird day--and received, precisely at noon nwaltime, the 
number of bottles of ice-cold Coca-Cola that she desired for 
her family for that meal. On the third and l a st visit she also 
received a booklet concerning the serving of Coca-Cola entitled 
11 Why Every Foreseeing Housewife Alway s Has Coca-Cola At Home.u 
The g irls used i n this· special promotion were carefully 
selected for t heir friendly personality, good looks, ability 
to converse, their courtesy, manners and pleasant tone of voice. 
They were g iven a special training course concerning the history 
of Coca-Cola, the ingredients and purity of the product, and 
. . 
other pertinent i nformation of a general nature to enable them 
~~10, P • .5 
to discuss Coca-Cola intelligently. In addition the girls 
wel"e g iven instructions in the procedure of the campaign and 
the manner in which to interview the housewives. Visual aids 
and personal demonstrations were used extensively for this 
training. 
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In view of the results of market surveys condueted 
previously, it was calculated that this campaign should be 
directed to the lower and middle income homes. For this purpose, 
the areas to be sampled were very carefully selected .in advance, 
block by block, andindicated on a map of the city. Each day 
at mid-morning, accompanied by supePvisory personnel, the girls 
were taken to the scene of the day's sampling--two previously 
selected street intersections. These intersect i ons were the 
hub of the day's activities. The girls proceeded in all four 
directions for a distance of one city block, calling on all the 
housewives in that block. 
Each housewife was given a personal interview con-
sisting principally of an e~lanation of the sampling crunpaign 
and received a card filled out with the number of bottles of 
ice-cold Coca-Cola which she indicated she wruld desire for 
her family's noon meal. The card also contairnd the nrune and 
address of the housewife, this information to be used for the 
recovery of the empties after lunch as well as for sales and 
statistical information in the future. 
To furnish the Coke properly iced, two trucks arrived 
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at the intersections mentioned at the noon hour, and the house-
wife was then able to call for or send for her ice-cold Coke 
by presenting her card at the truck, the location of which 
was pointed out to her during the interview. ~  average of 225 
housewives were visited and received ice-cold Colre each day 
during the campaign. ·:i-
After the l~Ulch hour, the girls retraced their route 
of the morning to recover t he empty bottles from each horne. 
For this purpose each girl had two Coca-Cola carriers, with a 
capacity of six bottles each, and four empty regular cases 
strateg ically placed by the truck crews, which enabled the re-
covary to be. made each day in less than an hour. The redeemed 
presenta tion cards were used as a gu ide to show in. what ho~s 
t here wer e bottles to be returned, and how many there were in 
each one. In addition, this was used as a guide, after the 
first visit, to the number of bottles to be given to the house-
wife on the second and third visits. 
The average number of persons per home sampled was 
six, a lower figure than was anticipated before the campaign. 
The breakage or loss of bo t tles amounted to lessthan one half 
of one per cent. -lH~ 
At the same time that the s amplers set out on their 
initial visit to each area, the supervisol"Y personnel interviewed 
~ao, p. 6 
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the dealers in thatarea, guided by lists previously prepared 
i'or the maintenance of sales statistics before, during, and 
after the campaign. 
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The dealers were told about t he sampling and how it 
wa s t6 be dane and that it was expected to result in increased 
sa les for them. All of the dealers were Dnpressed with this 
addled sales effort on the . part of the bottler, and considered 
the idea an excellent promotional experiment • . They were most 
coopera tive, taking special care to have l arger than normal 
stocks of Coca-Cola. The increased sales i n the areas sampled 
proved the point. 
VI . Me~chandising and Ma~ket Resea~ch Techniques 
c. The Special Events Ma~ket 
1. Independence Day in Brazil 
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Rio De Janei~o celeb~ated the 129th annive~sa~y o£ 
Brazilian independence on the seventh of last Septembe~. An 
imposing pa~ade of land, sea and ai~ fo~ces, totaling a~ound 
25,000 men , marched befo~e the P~esident of B~azil, Getulio 
Va~gas . The populace tu~ned out in swarms to g~eet and applaud 
the pa~ticipants in the pa~ade, especially the Wo~ld W~ II 
vete~ans, and thronged the streets. 
Coca-Cola Ref~escos, s. A. drew upon its o~ganization 
and on its facilities fo~ 95 me n, 12 trucks, 16 pushca~ts, 36 
ball-park carrie~s, and 1.5 giant coolers. Beg inning as early 
as 4 a. m. steps were o~ganized to establish supply and sales-
. stfu~ds in locations p~eviously s potted along the two ~enowned 
avenues of Rio Franco and P~esidente Vargas •. -::-
In addition,· by virtue ~ fo~esi&htedness in ar~ange­
ments vri th ~epresentatives of the B;r>azi1ian Armed Fer ces, a spe-
cial service of Coke was made continuously available to the 
pa~ading officers and soldiers, before, during, and after the 
ceremonies. 
~- 8, p . 27 
VI. Merchandising and Market Research Techniques. 
G. The Special Events r~rket 
2. Waiters 1 race in Sao Paulo 
A year ago, in March, 1950, Coca-Cola Re~rescos, 
S. A. in Sao Paulo promoted a waiters' race that turned out to 
be quite a success. The race started at the beautiful city 
park in the new section of Sao Paulo. It took place at five 
1 1clock in the afternoon, just as thousands o~ people were 
leaving ror home. 
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Each waiter was required to carr y an open bottle o~ 
Coca-Cola and a glass on a tray, holding the tray in the cus-
t omary position. From the park the waiters raced over the main 
viaduct , separating the new and old sections of Soa Paulo , then 
thro~gh - the main city s quare to the finish line set up in front 
of the Na t ional City Bani{ Building in the heart of the ban-
king district of Sao Paulo. 
The distance covered by the waiters, balancing their 
trays and Coca-Cola, was two and a half kilometers. 'The -vvinner 
~vered this distance in fifteen minutes and was still able to 
enjoy h is refreshing bottle of Coke at the end . 
There were one hundred waiters competing for three 
cash prizes. The ~irst was CR$5000, the second CR$2000, and 
the t h ird CR~~lOOO . Seventy % of the waiters vvho started the 
race crossed the finish line. 
Fifteen days before the race, the radio station in Sao Paulo 
started making spot announcements between programs telling 
the listening public about the forthcoming contest. Con-
sequently, by the time of the race thousands of people lined 
the course and j~1ed the street at the finish line. This 
station also set up f~tr street microphones with announcers 
to describe this event to the people unab~e to attend in 
person. 
It was estimated that 100,000 people saw the race. 
Bo 
All along the path of the . race s pecial stands were set up for 
the sale of Coca-Cola, and s alesfor this record event amounted 
to 2,5,000 bottles .-:<-
;;: 10, p .27 
VI. Merchandising and liiarket Research Techniques 
D. The Route Market 
1. In Rio de Janeiro 
In the past few months , Rio de Jru1eiro has joined 
Mexico City as the only cities i n Latin America .featuring the 
six-bottle cartons. Early reports in the endeavor show that 
definite and gratifying results have been made in augmenting 
the home delivery service in cases. 
Tf1.ere is quite a story behind the cartons and cam-
paign in Brazil . 
Owing to restrictions in dollar exchange, it was 
impossible to ira.port cartons from the United States. The 
special paper used .for the ti~iangle design was unobtainab!l.e 
in Brazil.. Any otherpossible paper substitutes were far too 
costly to permit the company to develop throvv-away cartons. 
So they decided to develop a permanent conta iner. 
With a permanent container, the question arose, of 
.., 
course, as to how much deposit should be jcahrged on the cartons. 
They represent a considerable investment on.- the part o£ the 
Rio bottler. The customary deposit OlDl. cases in Brazil is four 
Cruze iros and the company decided the half-way point of t wo 
Cruzeiros would be acceptable fol" the cartons.-::-
In planning the campaign , certain other questions 
·~ . 
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confronted them. Cartons were unknown in Brazil. What would 
be the reaction of the dealers to such a novel~J? Since they 
would market the cartons on the basis of '~ six bottles f'or the 
price of five and the dealers, consequently, would receive a 
reduction in their total per-case profit, they undoubtedly would 
offel"' a certain amount of sales resistance in the ·.opening 
phases of the crunpaign. 
Brazil differs from other parts of the world with re-
spect ·to the custom of the housewife doing her own shopping 
and carrying things home . In other wards, the practice is still 
somewhat limited, although grov.ztng . Would the ]j.ousewife 
accpet the cartons? Would she e.:xp ect the dealers to deliver 
them to the door? And, if so, would that hurt the business of' 
dealers already delivering case lots to the home at the full 
retail pric e~ 
The company decided to confine its experiment to the 
southern part of Rio, consis ting of the zones of Leme, Copacabana, 
Ipanema, Leblon, and Urea. In these five zones, they decided 
to select a hundred dealers only, choosing for the experiment 
such dealers as gas stations, ice-cream parlors, larg deli-
catessens, large grocery stores, and the larger indoor markets.-:~ 
Af'ter selecting the dealers they hoped would handle 
the carton, they sent their special salesmen to visit them, 
to demonstrate the cartons, and to explain the important mer-
w 1.3 , p . 27 
chandising story behin.d them. 
A couple of months before the cartons were actually 
ready i'or marketing, they had signed up approxLmately a hun-
dred dealers who agreed to handle the cartons on an e~erimental 
basms . Next was set up a special carton route, in such a way 
as to insure twice-a-week service to all carton dealers . At 
the same time, they trained a special salesman in building 
pyrrumids and other carton displays, as well as in how to teach 
the dealers to present the carton story to housewives and other 
customers. 
In view of the fact that the company is only eJperi-
menting, they decided that their advertising should consist of 
the display vruue of the carton itself, 300 display pieces to 
be set on top of pyramid display, and 20,000 housewife circular 
letters. -l:-
The circular letters were sent to all homes in the 
five zones. Not ouly did it explain the value of the cartons 
.. 
in the home , it also attached a list shovring the names and 
addresses of dealers stocking and handling them. The letters 
were mailed out one week after we began stocking the dealers 
-w·i th cartons. No additional adverti'sing or promotion is 
scheduled until they h ave several months' observation of their 
c arton experiment. 
So far the results appear highly satisfactory. The 
-: :- 13, p , 27 
f'act that, however, that the eJP eriment was conducted during 
Brazil's summer months make s the results inconclusive. They 
won' t be able to determine the success adequately until the 
coming winter months in Brazil . 
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VI. Merchandising and Market Research Techniques 
E. The Youth Market 
1. In Cape Town, South Africa 
December 4, 1949, was a late s pring day in South 
Afr i ca . In Cape To~~, D. o. Jo~es, plant manager of Coca-
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Col a Ltd. there, and hl~ associates decided it was an ideal 
time for a school sampling to stim~late sales in the youth 
market, for soon the youngsters would be off to the beaches and 
elsev;her.e on vaca§ions, where their knowle~e of delicious and 
refreshing Coke could reflect in dealer volumes all tlu~ough 
the summer. 
They decided on the Rondebosch Boys's School. The 
s&~pling proposition was favorably received by the Headmaster, 
and arrangements were made as to the date and time for con-
ducting the sampling. 
The date was set for December 8, the time about 10:40 
to 11:.50. It was estima ted t hat abcu t ,5oo.;~ students would 
attend the s ampling and Headmaster was prevailed upon to permit 
the students to leave their classrooms during that. hour and 
ten minute period to avoid. h aving to sample the whole school 
during the regular ten minute tea interval. Each class--they 
a veraged 3.5 students--would be let out in turn under the super-
vision of the teachers at approximately five minute intervals. 
~:- 11' p . 9 
On the morning of December 8, the day of the sam-
pling, a s~~pling crew was mustered together at the plant . · It 
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consisted of the Special Salesman who made the original contact, 
h 
a checker, t wo helpers, and the professional photograper . Step 
l 
by step, the sampling was conducted the following manner . 
'Ihe first step, or preparation, was gathering to-
gether the necessary equipment forthe s~apling. It consisted 
of a counter, three Master Ice Coolers, two stainless steel 
buckets, three towels. The counter and coolers were thoroughly 
cleaned and polished. The transportation used was one truckand 
one advertising van~ With thirty cases of Coke, the equipment 
vms loade on the truck. Three blocks of ice together with ice 
p icks and 1,000 Coca-Cola blotters were placed in the van. 
The second step, or actual sampling, started with 
arrival at the school at 9:2.5 a.m. The helpers rode wit:Q, the 
ch ecker, and the photographer rode with the Special Salesman. 
bmnediately, the Special Salesman contacted the Hea&naster and 
confirmed. the location of the sampling--this being a corner 
of the main quadrangle. 
The coke was then packed in the coolers, eight cases 
for each of them. As each cooler was filled, a block of ice 
was placed on top of the bottles and chipped up to approximately 
egg-sized pieces. Two buckets of water were then poured over 
the ice in each cooler. This operation was completed, with 
the lids on the coolers at 9:40 a . m. 
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Right on schedule, at 10:40 A. M., the sampling began. 
Each class in turn filed past the counter. The helpers opened 
the bottles and placed them on the counter, and the checker han-
ded them to the youngsters. Only one cooler at a time was used 
and, when the first cooler was emptied, the remaining warm 
bottles wel"'e loaded in it. The Special Salesman, assisted by 
t wo seni or students, distributed a Coca-Cola blotter to each 
student after he received his bottle of.' Coca-Cola. 
All in all, the Roniebosch Boys' School segment of 
the youth market in Cape tovrn consumed allthirty cases of Coca-
Cola, took all of the blotters back to their classrooms with 
them.-><-
The third step, or the ac t ivity following the samp-
ling , started with the Special Salesman thinking the Headmaster 
for his cooperation. Present through the major part of the 
sampling, he was impressied and requested copies of the photo-
graphs .which were taken for publication in the school magazine. 
-.~ 11, p. 11 
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VII. Stimulation of Local Industries 
In all countries where it is bottled, Coca-Cola 
stimulates loc a l i ndustries. Virtually all the collars, bottles, 
cases, uniforms, and advertising used in foreign countries are 
made ,;outside thw United States. Thi s means that through the 
med i um of Coke, mor e people prosper through more job s , more 
inco~e, andtherefore they have more propensity to consume 
other goods produced in the country or i mported. 
In this section, I shalldescribe what I consider 
representative examples of industr i es which have been built 
up in foreign countries around t he sale of Coca-Cola there. 
~~e s e examples include: 
1. Cooler manufacturing in Milan, Italy. 
2. Coca-Cola Trucks made by t h e Bianchi 
Motorcar Company in Italy. 
3. Bottle Manufacturing in Manila. 
4. Lithography work in Italy . 
5. Cooler production in Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
6. Si gn. production in Bergen op Zoom, Holland. 
VII. Stimulation of Local Indu stries 
A. Cooler Manufacturing In Milan, Italy 
A visitor to Isothermos, the modern industrial plant 
manufacturing the newly-designed coolel"S for Italian bottlers, 
would rind it difficult realizing today that just a short 
time ago the destruction of war had brought t he place to a 
stands till . Today , production is humming at Isothermos. In 
the past few months, payrolls h ave swelled from 150 employees 
to more than 500. It is an eight hour day, seven days a week, 
and among other things every week t hat means another 700 
coolers for Coca -Col a in I t a ly.* 
In Novenmber 1947, Coca-Cola was planning to re a ch 
the civilian market of Ita ly. Inorder to serve ,the public an 
ice-cold product, it was n ecessary to engineer and design a 
cooler for the purpose , None h ad been manufactured in Italy 
before. Isothermos was recommended as one of the possible 
source s or supply. 
Contact was made with Commenda tore Rivolta and imme-
diate negotiations followed wi th his engineers. In cpllabora-
tion with Coca-Cola engineers, an attractive and practical 
design was worked out--not only for an Italian cooler, but 
for a. park carrier dispenser. ~Jes and jig s and the necessary 
raw materials were made and ordered and before many week s passed 
~'" 7, P• 5 
t he f irst pilot models were made ready for examination and 
approval. A few v1e eks later all of the dep artments at Iso-
t hermos were busy on a huge order for coolers placed by all 
of the bottlers in Italy. Many of the old employees returned 
to their jobs and were pleased to know that Coca-Cola had 
made pay ch eck s possible for them. 
Samples of the cooler and the ball carrier dispenser 
are being prepared at the present time for shipment to Egypt, 
Par is, Zurich, Athens and Brussels. It is hoped a plan can 
be worked out so these products of Italian enterprise can be 
exported to these countries from Italy , creating more orders 
and more jobs for more people. 
I consider the above an excellent example of how 
bottlers of Coca-Cola, buying in the community, or country, 
where t hey bottle -Coca-Cola, aid i n. strengthening local 
enterprise. Coolers, of ccurse, are only one of the many su-
pplies and services needed by bottlers of Coca-Cola. But in 
obtain ing all of them they follow the same principle they do 
in going to Milan for coolers. 
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VII. Stimulation of Local Industries 
B. Coca-Cola Trucks by the Bianchi Company 
It was in the spring of 1948 when. the Italiru1. _ 
bottling operation was on the forward march that the demand 
in Italy for a standard rack body Coca-Cola delivery truck 
' 
was evd:dent. Immediately steps ·were taken by Mr. Gilbert 
~ffirazzini 1 the Division Engineer, in collaboration with 1~. 
John Talley and I1~. Charles Schmidt to make a thoJ•ough survey 
of the potential sources of supply in Italy for a truck sui-
table for their purpose. 
All of the truck manufacturers were called on and 
after very careful consideration of the matter, the Bianchi 
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Motorcar Manufacturing Company of Milan, Italy proved to every-
one that they had the facilities re quired for the new under-
tak ing. 
The Bianchi firm is one of the largest producers of 
bicycles in the world and prior to the war was manufacturing 
passenger cars and light and heavy duty trucks be aring the 
family name Bianchi. The Coca-Cola Company's requirements for 
a delivery truck were maneuverability, low fuel consumption, 
low chassis, low price, easy cab entry and attractiveness. 
Today orders are coming from all Coca-Cola bottlers 
in Italy and the Bianchi trucks, emblazoned with the familiar 
trade-mark , Coca-Cola , are common sights on Italian highways. 
... 
VII.. Stimulation of Local Industries 
G. Bottle ManufactUl"'e in Manila 
.~other milestone in the 35 million peso industrial 
development program undertaken by San Miguel Brewery since 
liberation was reached with the inauguration last year of its 
modern glass factory at the Farola district of San Nicolas. 
Opened to the public on May 19, 1949, the new plant 
is the first of three units, each capable of turning out 
150,000 bottles per 211- hours, or 60 tons of glass . Wben all 
three ttnits are in full operation, the glass plant will be 
capable of producing half a million bottles daily.~~ 
The installation of this factory, which marks the 
re-entry of San Miguel Brewery into heavy industry, is a 
positive step in the industrialization and economic rehabi-
litation of the Philippines . It not only creates more jobs, 
but also puts into industrial utilization raw marerials that 
abound in the Philippines . 
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It is now possible to transf'prm local sand into 
bottles from which one may drink one's Coca-Cola. For the first 
time too, by using local materials , the manufacture of bottles 
on a large scale makes feasible plans of supplying local 
demand and eventually for export, as San Mi guel hopes to do. 
Already i:n operation are a complete batch mixing 
-.• 18, p. 19 
plant, a power plant generating 4,800 horsepower, and one unit 
consisting of a furnace with four molding machines and corres-
·ponding lehrs. These installations have cost, thus far, five 
million pesos.-:~ 
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The second furnace and molding machines and lehrs are 
due for completion this year and the third furnace in 1952. 
This will mean a total investment of seven million pesos in 
t h is plant alone when completed. ~H:-
Designed by the company's own engineers in collabor-
ation with technical e2perts in the United States, the plant 
is housed in a two-story building with a floor area of 8,!)00 
square meters on each floor, or a total of nearly two hectares.-l:-:l-W 
Every process stage is mechanized in order to reduce 
mass production costs to the minbnum, since the bottles must 
be sold very low for the mass market and a centavo difference 
means a great deal. 
The sandused in the manufacture of San Miguel bottles 
comes forth £rom Del Pilar, Palawan. To this are added lime 
and soda ash in correet proportions. 
About 100 tons of sand are needed daily by one furnace, 
out of which 75 tons of bottles can be manui'actured. The 
operation is continuous, the plant works on a 24-hour shii't, 
and will stop only for repairs, if necessary. In conjunction 
with this glass plant, a corrugated carton factory is due to 
-;:- 18 ' p. 20 
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b e g in operations soon. 
All this is possible because of the vision of Andres 
Soriano, who spares n o e~ens in order to bring improvements 
·to his bus i n es s , r~duce cost of operations and bring dov;n the 
price to the customer, besides contributing to the economic 
development of h is country. 
VII. Stimulation. of Local IndustPies 
D. Lithography work in Italy 
The lithography firm of Officine Grafiche Ricordi, 
ff.ilan, producers of 2L~-sheet posters advertising Coca-Cola, 
not only supply posters to meet the needs of Italian bottlers, 
but are also exporting them in. French and Flemish languages to 
bottlers in Belgium, Morocco, and Algeria. Looking forward 
to an expanding progrrun, the Ricordi firm is in the process 
of remodeling and rebuilding sections of its plant to accomo-
date new machinery and equipment especially designed for the 
production of 24-sheet posters for Coca-Cola. 
When the problems of 24-sheet poster production were 
first discussed with the Ricordi firm, they did not hesitate 
to state that they had not had too much experience with this 
type of poster,. but were very willing to learn how to do it. 
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A series of meetings with their technicians followed. 
Production problems and technical methods, specifications and 
standards were discussed in detail. Samples of paper from 
Italian manufacturers were studied. Even poster plant operators 
were brought into consultations, and finally, production got 
under way. The results were very satisfactory. The Ricordi 
firm, pleased to be the suppliers of posters advertising Coca-
Cola, are doubly pleased to have this opportunity of exporting 
Coca-Cola posters to foreign markets, thereby contributing 
towards the strengthening of national and international economy. 
VII. Stimulation of Local. Industries. 
E. Cooler Production in Sao Paulo 
In 1949, General Motors do Brasil, s . A., of Sao 
.Paulo, was producing and delivering a total ~f 2,100 Goc.a-
Cola coolers for the production o~ a more streamlined model for 
1950 • .;:-
The present model is based on the 1948 Frigidaire 
Wvffi-120 Cooler made in the United States. An exrunination of 
it , however, shows certain differences resulting from Braz.ilian 
production--some of them decide dly for the better. 
Copper tubing is h~ported from the United St ates . 
So is the refrigeration sy stem. The tubing, however, is 
formed in the pl ant in Sao Paulo, and the refrigeration system 
is assembled and tested there . 
The bottlers of Coca-Cola there in Brazil have ex-
pressed their appreciation to General Motors do Brasil , for 
develop ing so outstan ding a product for them. Some of them 
were present at the inaugur.ation of the cooler assembly in the 
plant in Sao Paulo • 
... 12 , p . 19 
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VII . Stimulation· of Local Industries 
F . Si gn Production in Bergen op Zoom, the Netherlands 
T:>J.e Hetherlands is bur sting out al l over this year 
with new signs f or Coca-Cola, por celain enamel trade - mark 
discs for various dealer establ i shments, panels f or tram cars, 
and t hey come from an old city in the Netherlands known as 
Bergen op Zoom. The city was once a fortress and so was the 
~actory that manufactures the signs . 
The production process is as foll ows . First, iron 
sheets are cut to the required size, and then they are presse d 
into the desired s ahpe by the huge forming pre ss. ~very dis c 
or panel sign r eceives a rust-preventing primer coa t , is passe d 
through an oven at 900 degrees. 'l 'he bright red enamel is applied 
wi th a spray gun . The trade mark is applied by the s ilk screen 
proces s . Then ba ck to the oven t hey go for a final baking.~~ 
The nev; signs from the old city of Bergen op Zoom are 
more than merchandising he l p s for t he dealers of Coca- Cola 
throughout the c ountry . They are symbols of the mutual deve-
lopment of two local industries, the firm of H. G. Beckers and 
Coca- Cola • 
. ,, 12, p . 19 
VIII. A Random. Selec·tion and Description of Certain 
Coca-Cola Locations Th~oughout the World 
1 .• Latin America 
a .• Lima 
b. Monterrey 
c. Monti video 
d. Golombia 
e. Panama City 
f . Guatemala City 
g . Buenos A~res 
2. Near ~ 
a . Alexandria 
b. Casablanca 
c. Cairo 
d. Saudi Arabia 
') 
..)• Far ~ 
a. Shanghai 
b . Philippines 
c. Sydney 
4. E.'urope 
a. Brussels 
b. Amsterdam 
Tnis section will give to the reader a bird's-eye 
view of the general situation existing in Ceca-Cola bottling 
plants on all the four corners of the earth. 
1 . 
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Although Senor Don Leopoldo Barton Y Thomps on- did 
not obtain the agreement to bottle Coca-Cola until 1936, he 
can look back on sixty years of endeavor in the carbonated 
beverage industry . His father , Rodolfo J •. Barton , founded an 
enterprise known as "La Purez.a" , and he succeeded h i."n.. and his 
two brothers in the management of the business. With Coca-
Cola , the first year of sales reached 33 , 000 cases . The next 
year there was a 25% increase . That increase grew gradually , 
year after year, until in 1947 , the sales totalled 1 , 2~9 , 313 
cases. At the present time, 30 routes are in operation supp -
lying some 7,000 dealers wi th Coca- Cola . The staff amounts to 
250 men. ->:-
Realizing the profitable future of Crea- Cola in Lliaa, 
Senor Bar ton has just com tructed a new plant , located on Avenida 
Mariscal Benavides , i :n the heart of the industrial z.one . The 
plant was officially opened in March, 1949. Occupying two 
floors , it covers an area of 10,730 square meters. The lower 
floor consists of the lobby , the general ~ fices, the bottling 
room, with two 50 Liquid Low Pressure units, gar.a t..)e ' .for a park 
of sixty trucks and a modern cafeteria. A spacious audit :..orium 
is provided fo r lectures to be g iven to employees and workers 
as well as fol .. the reception. of visitors, of whom, from. July 
-::- 10 ' p • 25 
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to the end of NoViember, .5 ,000 inspected the plant. 
There also exists a service station for the washing, 
lubrication an d repair of all the vehicl.es. On the second 
floor, there is a hall, the executive offices, and the syrup 
chrunber . There is also the room for the water treatment, 
the washroom and work shops. T'.nere are on both floors rest-
rooms and lockers for the employees . 
As for labor, in addition to receiving higher salaries 
than in the average i ndustrial plant, the employees get free 
transportation by Company busses to and from their homes, 
meals at the plant restaurant at cost pr ice, and h ave oppor-
tunities to study free of charge sales_lenship , arithnetic, 
h istony, geography, etc., and enjoy lectures and entertain-
ments at regular intervals. 
As t he Lima newspaper " ?eruvian Times n commented, 
"From an economic point of view Coca-Cola represents an 
i mportant contribution to the ea:momy of the Nation.~~~~ 
-:~ 23, 73 
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2. IVi:ont errey 
Celebra ted in song and story, Ifonterrey, capital 
of the state of Nuevo Leon, Mexico, is one of the most im-
portant industrial and manufacturing ce nters in l'ilexico. Here 
you f ind i r on and steel works, smelters, J•a i lroad shops, text-
i le f actories, flour and cotton mills. But t he commercial 
pu r suits of the 200,000 inhabitants has not divorce d t hem 
fr om t h e enjoyment of things less practical. Set in a p ic-
turesque valley with the little Santa Catarina River traver-
sing it, Mont errey is an attrac tive c ity . I t is a l most .sur-
rounde d b y mounta ins. The dry, f a irly moderate cl imate has 
aide d i t s popularity a s. a resort tovm. Rail road and inter-
national h i ghway connect it with Laredo, Texas. 
In 1926 , Monterrey bec rune the first city in Mexico 
to en joy locally bottled Coca-Cola--a fact proudly recalle d 
a t the inauguration ceremonies for the new bottling pl ant 
of Productos Internacionales, s . A. Undoubtedly, the most 
up-to-date operation of its k ind i n the country , the buildi ng 
is both spaciou s and funct·ional. Its total area covers 
107, 000 square feet, with Lj_o, 900 s quare fee t of plant floor 
space. Even tually, t h e new plant will house three complete 
bottling units. Th e f irst of t h ese has been installed and is 
now i n opcx•ation. It cons is t s of a Meyer- Cumore 16-wide bottle 
.,, 7, p. 32 
washer, Il[o jonnier Carbo-Cooler and Meyer Fre-Ivlix i'iller, 
deaera tor and synchrome ter. -!~ 
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Don Manuel L. Barrigan, President and General Manager 
o~ Froductos Internacionales, spared neither expense nor e~fort 
to make this plant as ef~icient and sanitary as possible, 
particularly as regards water treating and purification. The 
Con~ort of p l ant employees and route salesme~, was another 
important consideration. Attractively ti~ d showers, locker 
rooms and a lunch room were built for the persoru1el. 
-~ 7 , p. 32 
3. Montevideo, Uruguay 
Uruguay is often rel'erred to as the Denmark of the 
Western Hemisphere. The reason stems from the fact that it 
is one of the mos t densely populated countries in 0outh 
America, one of the mo st democratic, progressive and clean-
est countries in the world . :Montevideo, capital and chief 
port of Uruguay , harbors on the northern shorejof the Rio de 
la Plata Estuary and slopes beautifully towards the rolling 
hinterland. 
Coca-Cola was first bottled in r,lontevideo in 1943. 
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Owing t o the difficulties of supply eJP erienced during war years, 
operations were started with charcoal-burning trucks. During 
the first summer's business 16 route trucks were operated , ser-
ving 5,278 dealers. In its first year, the plant bottled with 
one Dixie unit on a three shift per day basis to meet the 
demand for Coca-Cola. Tb.e number of employees during t hat 
first year reached a maximum of 107 peopl.e.~:-
From such a beginning, Coca-Cola in Uruguay has 
grown to a one and three quarter million case per year 
business in 1948, and it is estimated that the business in 
1949 will reach the t wo and one-half million case mark.-lH:-
The city has a population of only 750,000. 
-l:- 8 p. 32 
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Today, Montevideo Re.frescos s . A. operates .from t wo 
plants in the city of Montevideo and a nevrly erected third 
plant in the interior town of Canelones, located 50 Kilome ters 
north of the capital. To serve its 6, 706 pr•esent dealers, 
the company operated 25 routes during the past winter and wil l 
operate 44 routes for the summer, commencing there in December . 
In addition to the route trucks , the bottling plants use 1~­
other vehicles for special activities, advertising, sales 
personnel . and spares. The unusua l d ifference in the number 
of winter and summer routes necessary to serve the territory 
results from the fact t hat people from all parts of South 
!@erica consider Uruguay an ideal vacation s pot and crowd its 
resorts and beaches th~oughout the South .~erican summer. 
The total number of employees for the peak summer 
business in 1948 reached a high of 266. To handle the following 
s11rrl..mer 1 s business, it is expected tha t over 300-:~ employees will 
be needed to bottle , distribute , advertise, and sell Coca-
Cola in Uruguay . 
It is contemplated that it will be necessary to ope-
rate the three plants on a three shift basis during the cor.1ing 
surmner months, as compared with the one shift opera tion during 
the vlinter months. 
-:~ 8' p. 32 
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L~ . Colombia 
n1ree p ioneers of Coca-Cola in Colombia are Don 
Jo se Gutierrez Gomez., Don Daniel Pelaez., and Don Jesus Mora. 
They nursed the business in M:edellin, founded in 1940~ along 
through d ifficult years. Barranquilla, established by Ivir. 
Robert Young of Iuexico, was the first plant in Colombia, 
Medellin the second, followe.d by Bogota, Cali, Cartagena, 
Cucuta and Pereira . 
Since 1946 sales for industrial de Gaseosas, s . A., 
the company operat ing the territory in central Cololfl..bia, have 
increased steadily until they now total six times the sales of 
Increase in general business conditions h a s helped 
increase sales. Increase in e quipment available , and in 
advertising have al so pl ayed their part. The p lants in Medellin, 
Bogota, and Cali have been increased in size and capacity , and 
a pl ant opened in Pereira . 
The company now serves some 10,000-lH~customers, in 
eleven towns and cities. Most of these are served daily . 
At times service is interrup ted fox• ten days at a time due to 
landslides on the roads, but customers are accustomed to t h ese 
troubles, and generally carry good stocks. It is not unusual 
->:· 11, p . 16 
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to find stocks of 100 cases . 
Industrial de Gaseosas is still led by two of its 
original . pioneers., Don Jose Gutierrez. Gomez, President, and 
Don :ca.niel Pela e-z, Director. Don Jesus ·iJ:ora had to resign from 
the directora t a year ago·due to i l l health • . Under this lead-
ership , it is expected tha t Industrial de Gaseosas will 
continue the expansion it has experienced during t he past few 
years . 
Take the plant at Cali,. for example. Goca-Gola was 
first bottled there in Sep tember , 19L~, the plant bei;ng t h e 
third put into operation by t he company . Since that time, 
s a les have cons istently i ncreased, and the popularity vii th the 
Vallecaucanos has brought ab out a rap id development of the 
business . T'.ne plant is equipped with automatic machinery 
which has been k ep in operation for at leas t sixteen hours a. 
day since the plant was opened. Today , a force of sixty-one 
employees, of which ninety -nine per cent are Colo:mbians,is 
kept b usy producing , selling and advertising Coca-Cola . A 
distribution system has been develope d to suppl y over 2,200 
dealers of a ll types in t he city , its rural ai'ea, and the tlo..ree 
warehouses. 
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5. Panama City 
Coca-Cola has provided its pleasant pause at t h e 
a.rossroads of t he world sinc:e 1913. 'That was the year rights 
were gr anted to bottle here and they were received directly 
from Asa G. Candler, t he owner of the parent company . Bottling 
operations in Panama started i'irst in Panama City , the capital 
and chief port of the re public. 
The first bott l i ng mach i ner y was hand- operated equip-
ment. In 34 y ears of business, t he plant in Panama City ha s 
s.teadily grovv-n--from 50 dealers to 1,700, from no routes to 12, 
from 2 vmgon s to 3L~ truc ks, from 6 employees to 97, frau 3,000 
ca ses to over half- a-million cases annually .-;<-
Much of the wartime business, of c ourse, derived 
from the presence of United St ates and Allied military and 
nava l personnel s tationed in Panama and t he Canal Z.one. There 
was , in addition, the almost cons t ant surge of personnel from 
t he warships and merchant ships transiting t he canal. 
Today , the business is primarily civilian. Military 
personnel have been r educed to a fraction of what they were. 
The flovr of merchants ship s continues, however , flying flags 
of all nations . 
-:~ 12, p. 32 
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6. Guatemala City 
Outstanding among t h e r.10dern building s · of t h e met-
r op olis is t h e new bottlinB p lant for Coca-Cola located on the 
outskirts on t :he highway from Gu a temala City to JL'Tiatitlan. 
Inaugura ted with appropriate ceremonies on December 
3 , 1948 , Embotelladora Guatemal teca, s . A .• is one of the most 
be autiful and the most modern bottling plants in the world . 
The p lant op ening was attended by prominent members of t h e 
cabinet , justices of the Su preme Court of Guatemala a nd loca l 
business and civic le e.ders. Present a t the ceremonies were 
t he Papal r unc,io to Guatemal a and the Minister of Coro.lilerce who 
pres s e d t h e button starting the machinery in opera tion. The 
new plant is equipped vii th a t1eyer Dumer bottle was her, a CEM-
28 f illel" and crowner, a CEl¥1 mixer and a Mo j on..nier Carbo Cooler.~-
Goca-Cola was first sold in Guatemala City in 1928 
a.nd the first bottling p lant was built in April 1940 by 
&abote lladora Gua temal tee a s. A. Th e modern new p l ant is the 
r esult of untiring efforts on the part o:t Antonio Mat a , presi-
dent of t h e company during the p ast decade. 
The e quable clima te, y ear around , makes it an ideal 
mar ket for Coca-Cola. 
~~ 13, p . 32 
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7. Buenos Aires 
At a distance of only twenty blocks from the heart 
of dovm.town Buenos .tUres, a modern concrete structure, occu-
pying an area forty meters wide by fifty-four meters in dep th 
houses the bottling plant for Coca-Cola. The transformation 
of this building into a modern bottling plant was begun during 
the war , a.t which tirae the bottler barely ma.I"laged to obtain de-
livery of sufficient machinery and enough vehicles to get 
under way. 
With a linli ted number of salesmen thoroughly trained 
and educated in the methods of sales promotion and advertising, 
the bottling plant began operations in 1942. The principal 
task was to develop the entire market in a city of more t han 
three and a half million people with twenty thousand potential 
outlets, spread over seventy-four square miles, ranged from 
luxurious 11 confiteria 11--an elaborate tea room--to the lower 
class cafe. 
Perhaps due to climatic conditions, the soft-drink 
market was definitely underdeveloped. There were many small 
soda-water manufacturers selling syphons to outlets and private 
homes and a few large breweries that had a soft-drink l .ine 
but directed their main efforts tovmi•d selling their beer. 
In summer, wh i ch lasts about three months , they all did as 
much business as their c apacity permitted but during the rest 
of the year, when temperatures stay above .freezing and damp -
ness and a complete lack of heating facilities create a 
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climate not favorarable to their bustness; they bec:ame almost 
inactive . 
The main task confronting Coca-Cola in Buenos at 
this time, was to develop an a 11-year-round market. Definite 
progress has been made in this direction as shown in present 
annual sales amounting to more t han thirty times the sales for 
the first year in business.~~ Training salesman, starting routes, 
putting up advertising, were only a few of the contributions 
making this seasonal business one that showed increases month 
after month all year . 
Since 1942 the production and sales of Coca-Cola de-
pended on the efficiency and constant operation of the bottling 
machinery. For several years it was liapossible to import any 
spare parts and although a few were made locally , uninterrupted 
production throughout the years is due to the quality of the 
machines . 
Today, with two CEivl's-40 and one CEM-28 installed and 
• 
others to be added as soon as imports are possible, it is hoped 
that the Coca- Cola installations in Buienos Aires will be able 
to keep up with the ever-growing demands for Coca-Cola. 
-::- 1.5' p. 32 
8. Alexandria 
Alexandria today boasts a population of 928 1 237~ 
or almost double the figure of' ten years ago . 
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In 1946, Alexandria had a per capita sale of' five 
bottles. In 1947 when the bottling plant was opened 1 it achieved 
a per cap ita of 20.5. Also during t hat year 24 routes were being 
operated serving about 4,000 dealers. In 1948, the routes were 
increased to 30 and the number of dealers to 6,ooo.~:-
During the swmner months the plant operates 24 hours 
a day with three shi£ts. The third shift includes two four-
hour maintenance schedules. When in full operation, the plant 
maintains a total in excess of 400 employees.~H~ TDis might 
appear to be a very high figure, but is justified by the three 
shift operation and by the fact that each ro~te truck is ser-
viced by at least tl'.u>ee and po ssible foUJ."' persons, loader, 
salesman, driver, and very often a junior salesman . Over 807'o 
of these 400 employees are Egyptians . The sales m~~ager , the 
administrative manager , the public relations manager , and chief 
of personnel are all Egyptians . It is the intention of the 
management to arrive at an even h igher percentage of'Egyptian 
employees and as soon as training will be achieved, to have 
the other key posts, such as plant superintendent and plant 
manager staffed by Egyptians. 
-;<- 26, p . 32 
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. Atop Alexandria's h i ghest building appears Egypt's 
largest neon sign--the replica or a Coca-Cola bottle with 
Arabic and English trade-mark on each side . .The sign was 
manu.factured by an Egyptian neon firm and can be seen from 
the sea at a distance or over f'if'teen miles . -;:-
Local Egyptian enterprises have benefited and will 
continue to do so: from the plant 1 s operation. Most or its 
requirements, such as empty shells, advertising material, 
coolers, co2 , etc. , are furnished by local industries . The 
emp ty bottles are scheduled to be manufactured by next ye ar .by 
a modern Egyptian glass plant in Cairo . By that time there 
will a lso probably be in operation an Egyptian crown plant in 
Eghpt . When this will also be achieved, the Alexandria Coca-
Cola Bottling Company, which started with a capitalization or 
about ~a,ooo,ooo , of which a substantial part is Egyptian,will 
be a completely national industry . 
~~ 26, p . 32 
] .. lh 
I 
9.• Gasahlanca 
Since the qeginning of the century, Casablanca has 
grown from a community of a few thousand inhabitants to a 
flourishing industrial of approximately 550,000, o:t: which 
120,000 are Europeans. Today, within its limits are found 
huge factories, smart shops, and a prosperous co:mru.ercial 
activity. The concentration of modern industry and a modern 
seaport, one of the largest in North !~rica, have made the 
city the commercial center of Morrocco. 
Shortly after the eigth of November·, 1942, when the 
Arneric 2.ns made several simultaneous landing s along the Atlantic 
and Mediterranean coasts of North Africa, Coca-Cola followed 
in the wake of the I'lrmy and established a bottling plant in 
Casablanca catering to the members of the Armed Forces. 
During its brief operating period, the demand of the military 
cre~ted a very creditable volume of sales. 
After the war, Kenneth Pendar, formerly posted in 
Casablanca with the Consular Service, became interested in 
the possibilities of a bottling plant and has taken over much 
of the equipment former ly used by the army operation. The 
present plant now utilizes two Dixies, now in use 24 hours 
a day. Working these two machines to t he limit, it wassoon 
di scovered that the present plantwas not adequate. Today, -while 
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plans are rapidly being made for a new plant to cope with the 
demru1d, the small fleet of Renault and Ford trucks painted in 
the familiar yellow and supporting the world wide invitation, 
Drink Coca-Cola, Ice Cold, in both French and Arabic is an 
everyday sight in Casablanca--on Boulevard de la Gare in the 
Europe an sector, i~ the narrow· and crookedstreets of the 
medianas, and even in. the outskirts serving the weekly _  out-o:r·-
door marke ts, or souks, as they are called in Marrocco. 
At the opening of this plant in December, 19L~7, there 
was a total of 976 outlets of which 400 were European and 
576 were native, both in ownership and in serving a native 
clientele. Six months later the total n~unber of outlets was 
well over t}-l..ree thousand,,.._ of which the outstanding majority 
was located in the native quarters. 
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10. Cairo 
To Cairo's c.onstant .fast, c.osm.o·politan, colorful 
life, thousands of red Coca-Cola coolers displayed on the 
sidewalks, many standard colored kiosks, walls, .f·acades, an d 
neons add a strik ingly modern and gay tone. 
Operations are now taken care of by t wo plants 
situated in the modern suburbs o.f Koubba and Helipoplis. These 
two plants are serviced by one .50, two ~cO, and two 28 Spout 
machines.-::-
Coca-Cola serves about 8,.)00 dealers with 50 routes 
which are going to be raised to 65 during the next summer season. 
C'oca-Cola is planning a multiple plant operat ion wi th thr•ee to 
four p lants and as many warehouses . 
On the payroll, there are about 600 employee.s, of whomt 
well over 90% are Egyptians . Out of the 8,.)00 d.ealers about 
1,200 have been put and maintained in business by Coca-Cola. 
Mru1.y of the other dealers carry Coca-Cola as a main line of" 
their trade. Since the average Egyp tian family is composed 
of eight pe~sons, it can be safely s a id t hat about one per cent 
of the total population of Cairo is living ~ on, because of and 
off Coca-Cola.~:--:;. And that figure is not inclusive of the many 
ice manufacturers and dealers supplying thousands of the coolers, 
nor all those engaged in the side industries for Coo a-Cola . 
"''" 11, p . 32 
-::-:~ roid . 
All these results ho.ve been achieve d in three 
years' tliae and the same phenomenon is in process of being 
repeated, and sometimes at an even greater pace, in all the 
othercities of Egypt . 
A central office is situated in Cairo, distinct 
from Cairo operations, taking care of all Egy.pt ian Coca-Cola 
bottling operations on a higher level . This office gives 
advice and renders services to the individual plants and 
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contr ols their operations. It does not perform a supermanagerial 
role a s the i ndividual plant's are organized under a dece ntrali-
zation system Ylhere each plant is autonomous and responsible 
for its own management. 
One of the most important functions of this Cairo 
central office is supervising the standardization of operations 
and uniformity of the product. Finally , it also takes care of 
supervising t he domesticatio~ program of the Egyptian Coca-Cola 
business genuinely Egypt ian, in terms of capita l, investraent , 
me~nagement, labor and local purchases benefiting local side 
industries. To this effect the pr incipals of the Egyptian · 
business have c onsistently refused to g o into any side-line 
industry and ha:ve organized eac·h plant on a local community 
interest pattern. 
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11. Saudi Arabia 
Djedda, the main port on the Red Sea in Arabia, has 
opened recently an up-to-date plant specially built for bottling 
Coca-Cola . Wednesday, April 5, 1950 was a red letter day in 
the history of Coca-Cola and of Saudi Arabia. It was on this 
day that t he first bottle of Coke came off the line and was 
di•unk by lV'a-. Kaki, the bottler. 
The plant occupies a big piece of land (11,000 sq. 
meters) and is located on the only paved highway i:n the country, 
which connects Djedda with Mecca. This highway h:as the heavi-
est traffic in the whole country and no one traveling it 
could fail to see the imposing .structure. Its up-to-date 
machinery and equipment are lmported from the states. 1950 
model International truck s and pick-ups are used for deli very.~~ 
The new drink vlill most likely be heartily welcomed 
by the people of Saudi Arabia,·who needed a cold drink suitable 
to the very hot clLmate of their country and to their religion 
which bars them from driruring alcoholic refreshments • 
•• 18 J p. 7 
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12. Shanghai 
Coca-Cola came to Shanghai .in 1929 and the record 
since then--with excepti on of the occupation years , of course--
is one of continued, constant growth in s a les. The world eco-
nomic situation now makes it it""Jpossible to import sufficient 
concentrate, crown corks, trucks , coolers, advertising mate-
ria ls . To the inconvenience and dissatisfaction of dealers 
as well as the general public, it was necessary to adopt a 
ration system in 19~-7. But in spite of t hese difficulties, 
sales for t h at year mounted to almost a million cases.-:~ ce,r-
tainly, if some of t he restrictions governing' importation were 
removed, the growth of the business of Shanghai would approach 
the post-war phenomenon of Manila. 
Customarily, Chinese do not care for, or rather dare 
to take, cold driru~s. The cause, mainly, is the belief that 
cold drinks upset the digestive system. With the introduction 
of Coca- Cola , h owever, and through constant advertising and 
merchandising of the product, the people are coming to accept 
Coca-Cola. ?ne fact that dealers are now, not only willing , 
but extremely anxious to pay Cl-T~48o,ooo,ooo for the master 
electric cooler, clearly indicates the drastic change of trend 
and habit in China.-:H:-
-::- 6' p . 18 
-::-.;:- 6 , p • 19 
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13, The Philippine Islands 
It is cus tomal"'Y for us to thin]-{ of a sales market 
in terms of a land area served efficiently by a net~:vork of 
roads and other communication systems where a certain popula-
tion density offers the seller an economical means of reach-
ing t he buyer. But the Phil ippines as a market area are in 
reality 7,183 islands. OnJl..y 2,773 are named. Only 462 cont~in 
an area of more than one s quare mile. Here is found one of the 
most unique soft drink markets in the world . 
The Philippines stretch north and south across more 
than a thousand miles of Pacific Ocean. Occupying land area 
greater than all of New. England, the islandgroup lies some 
600 miles east of China's coast and reaches dovm to the front 
door of t he East Indies. Nearly twenty million people live 
t}.-l_roughout the archipelago. Despite t;he unusual characteris-
tics of the sales area, San Miguel Brewery, authorized bottler 
for Coca-Cola in the Philippines, has developed an inter-
island distribution network which gains greater sales volume 
year after year for Coca-Cola. 
Within less than five short years following liberation, 
San Miguel Brewery is turning out more cases of Coo a-Cola than 
it ever did before the war. In a single day, record sales of 
Coke have we ll exceeded a million bottles.·:<- This admirable 
showing may well be regarded as syr.abolic of the surge toward 
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c~omplete rehabilitation and economic stability which dT•ives 
the new republic today. Behind the remarkable efforts of the 
bottler to surpass his prewar sales goals, is a story of 
plaP..,.'J.ed expansion. It became evident from the outset tha t 
destroyed Coca-Cola plants must be rebuilt. Six new plants 
v;ould then be constructed in centrallylocated points throughout 
the island market. Approximately PL~,ooo,ooo ($2,000,000}~<-was 
appropriated by San Miguel · Brewery for this initial project 
to increase production facilities. 
The Manila Coca-Cola plant was completed on Dec. 17, 
1947, replacing the temporary plants operating immediately 
after the war. This nevv structure, costing more than ~~700,000 
and capable of bottling over 36,000 cases of Coca-Cola daily, 
is the largest soft drin..l.c plant in the Philippines. Complete 
rehabilitation of the Cebu plant, located in the second 
large st island city, was also undertaken at a cost of more than 
~ll>JOO,OOO. This plant has a production capacity of 16,500 
case s daily. 
Today new plants have been erected in Iloilo, Ba ca-
lodo and Davao. A plant has been proposed for Naga in the 
Bocol Resion to be constructed during 1951. Nearing comple-
tion is the new plant at San Juan, La Union, to replace the 
temporary plant existing at present. 
Along vii th implementing the nevv plant construction, 
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the problem of transportation and distribution was considered. 
In most other markets transportation of merchandise is effected 
overland by motor vehicles and railway systems. in the Phi-
lippines, h owever, the geographical factor of so many scattered 
islands requires that San Miguel Brewery use every known means 
of transporting Coca-Cola throughout the islands. Well over 
450 trailers, trucks, vans, wagons and smaller units make up 
i t s land transportation fleet . Today the Transportation Depart-
ment has more equipment than many companies engaged solely in 
transportation. To service this fleet , a Central Garage was 
constructed adjacent to the Manila Coca-Cola Plant at a cost 
of half a million pesos .* 
From plant to vrarehouse storage, Co.ca-Cola is next 
distributed by motor vehicles to outlets now numbering about 
40 ,000 .-l:··:~ Despite the seemingly intricate system, the company 
and its well-trained sales personnel have attained commendable 
serv i c e in maintaining dealer relations at a mutually cordial 
level. 
These are the tangible factors which have enabled 
San Miguel Brev1ery to sell successfully in. a market composed 
of numberless islands. It was this entire accomplishment of 
planning, rehabilitation and expansion which resulted in the 
great strides made by Coca-Cola in thePhilipp ine market made 
up of hundreds of islands . 
·:~ 19, p . 10 
-:H:- Ibid. 
14. Sidney, Australia 
An examination of the business of Coca-Cola in 
Sydney necessarily involves ~1iorld vifal' II. For the business 
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of Coca-Cola there didn't start until the end of 1937. Sales 
mounted steadily right from the start. The outbreak of hosti-
lities in bUrope brought gasoline rationing to Australia and 
a complete revision of the increasing system of routing was 
necessary in Sydney. In the Pacific phases of the struggle, 
shortages of gasoline were followed by shortage s of tinplate, 
cork, and steel. Charcoal, however, was ~sed as fuel in the 
trucks used to deliver Coke, and sales still continued to grow. 
The demands of the Armed Forces were so great, however, that 
in June, 1942 t he entire output of the Sydney bottling plant 
was turne d over exclusively to them. It was three years before 
the articles of surrender were signed aboard the u.s.s. Mis-
souri--three years before Coc a -Cola returned again to the 
civilian market in Sydney. 
The Sydney bottling plant was operating at that time 
with a single GEM 20 machine. But the following spring, a GEM 
50 machine that had been used to bottle Coca-Cola for service 
personnel on Manus was made available, and it was purchased 
for the renewed civilian operations in Sydney. Together with 
the easing of war restrictions and rationing , the additional 
machine spurted sales in Sydney to a new peak in 194-7. Today, 
the bus i ness t here ha s achieved t he d.istinction of' being ' one 
of' the million-cas~-a-year plants of' the world.* 
There are s ome 1,200,000 inhabitru1ts in Sydney , 
and the bottling plant operating on two shif'ts with 110 
employees can only. partially fill the demand for Coke~ 
The truck s cover 23 different routes, servicing , at last tabu-
lation, 3.563 outlets in the city . ~:-:;. 
Certain shortages still present a problem in Australia 
bu t in spite of them the business of Coca-Cola in Sydney seems 
def'initely bright for the f uture. Plans include t he building 
of several new plants strategically loc a ted within t he city 
l imits a s an aid to increased distribution that can keep 
operation s in Sydney runong the largest in the world. 
~ ;. 10, p. 32 
~~~~ .Ibid. 
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15. Brussels 
Groun d breaking ceremonies for t h e Humber Tv10 p lant 
for Coca-Cola in Brussels were h eld in Evere . in the Eastern 
part of the city in February, 1948. Phen omenally, five months 
later its production lines were in operation speeding the pause 
that refreshes to the histroic capital of the kingdom of Belgium .. 
The record construction is equalled only by the record sales 
of Coca-Cola necessitating the new plant. Brussels, with. a po-
pulation of one million, topped the two million case mark in 
1948~;. to become one of the major markets for Coca-Cola in the 
worl d . 
NumbeJ> One p l ant in Brussels is located inthe suburb 
of Forest on the southweste rn s ide of the city . There, twenty 
y e a rs ago, started a small token operation~ Ten y ears ago, 
the first of two CEM ro bottling units replaced the original 
semi-automatic e quipment. 
t"l i th liberation, Coca~ Cola in Brussels--as in so many 
other c:l ties of Europe--was bottled :.exc lus ively for the Armed 
Forces. It wasn't until Dec. 16, 1946 t ha t Coca-Cola again 
made an appeara nce on the civilian market. A cold day tha t was 
too. ~H~ The weather was so sever it froze s.olid the liquid in 
the bottles. There were then 19 routes in Brussels, made u p 
of little Ford truck s, carrying 30 cases each. Today, there 
~~ 9, p. 32 
·:H~ I bid. 
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are 58 routes. The trucks are new ChevT·olets and Stude bakers, 
carry i ng 184 and 180 respectively , and some converted British 
~tu>my Bef'ords, carrying 132 cases. 'rhirty routes are run f'rom 
},ore st and 2;) f'rom the new plant in Evere . There are some 
226 employees servicing over 12,000 dealers. -l<-
The additional GEM L~O was installed in the Nwnber one 
plant during the sumraer of' 1947. But production was unable to 
keep up vli th the demand--even with an operation working 24 
hours per day, including Sundays . 
The Number Two plant has 36,000 feet of floor space 
with accol1ll~odation for two CE:M 40 bottling units (only one 
is installed at present) , a Meyer- Dumore 16 wide bottle 
washer and a Mojonnier Carbo-Cooler. Production started there 
dur ing the summer of 1947 • 
... 9' p . 32 
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l6. Amsterdam 
Coca-Cola first came to J-1.rns terdam in 1931.. Case 
sales were small those e arly years but by 1939 t he volume 
had reached a point vrhere a new bottling plan t was nec essal"Y• 
' By t he end of t hat year a n odern Coke pl ant was erected. 
Hov1ever, ten years later t he demand for Coca-Cola , being 
fi r ml y established i n Holland , outran production capacity of 
the p l ant and i t was necessary to again increase t he size 
of their building . 
Coca- Cola in Holland is a local industry; all the 
bottles , cases , trucks, truck bo dies, coolers, enamel and 
lighogr~he d advertising, uniforms, office supplies and equip-
ment are produced locally and furnished by Dutch firms. 
Because of the great water transporta tion sy stem, 
mot or veh icles at the end of Yvorld War II were scarce, and in 
order to sei'vice t he more t han 3, 800~ Coca-Cola dealers it 
was necess ary for the .::"bottler to purchase army trucks gnd 
entirely rebuild them f or his use. Today t hese red and yellow 
trucks are a co~~on sight on the streets of P~sterd~~ , Rotter-
dam, and The Hague. 
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L'C. Conclusion 
From al l the data presented in the fore e oing thesis, 
it c a n readily be seen that the overseas market for Coca-Cola is 
rap idly gaining in importanc e in t h e over-a ll profit figure of 
t h e parent Coca -Cola Bottling Comp any. All hot weather coun-
tries , all I'; oslem countries, are presenting tang ible proof ot: 
the ama z i ng potentialities of the further s a le and distribution 
of Coca-Cola overseas. 
The decentralized organization seems. to be the most 
efficient and practical manner by which to control the spravrling 
s oft drink empire. 
Their stringent contra ctua l agreements, their efficient 
advertising , ana lytica l mar k et research techniques, and intel-
ligent merchandising teclmiques a ssures success for the futur·e . 
I present Coca-Cola Export Corporation as the epitome 
of efficiency of an illnerican company doing an overseas business. 
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